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3A B  ST B, A C T* '
The work d«0«ril»ed In this thesis is ooaeerned ■
with some physical and crystallographies aspects of the
formation and properties of water formed scales. It
consists mainly of a study of the growth and physical
properties of caloito crystals formed under the special
conditions of scale formation* Three main aspects of
scale and its properties are dealt with* These aret<»
Tsrt I) The initiation of scale formation at a heating 
surface where boiling is taking place*
Tart 2) The physical properties of calcareous scale 
when it has M m  allowed to grow M y&nd the 
initial stage*
Tart B) Some crystallographies#, aspects of the further 
growth of oalelte under the specially rapid 
conditions of scale formation*
Tart i)f concerned with the initiation of scale formation-
shows that the crystalline ring formations first observed
{i)
by.Partridge* 1 with calcium sulphate solutions are also 
obtained when using a range of ether solutions* A 
variety of other formations based on Partridge’s rings 
were also discovered* A dynamic mechanism is advanced 
to erplain these formations*
Tart I) describes tests evolved to test the adherence* 
crystal sim  and other properties of seal© in the hulk*
4The effect on those propertiea of varying the 
.material and also flic texture'of the heating 
surface is investigated# the results lead,to a 
theory of adherence based on mechanical. interlocks 
and bonds between the scale and the heating surface*
A section la concerned with cohering forces in : 
the scale itself and a mechanism of eemsntitious. 
action is proposed that is similar to the sotting •■ 
of gypsum plaster*
Part 3) is concerned with the orientation effects on 
further scale- growth of single cal c its crystal ' 
substrates attached to a heating surface* A number 
of-different faces.of calotte {100}* (111)* and (211) 
were used as the substrate and further growth of 
scale on them was found to ho orientated with respect 
to the*substrate crystal and to exhibit different 
habit formations according.to the crystal face* ' In 
two cases evidence indicated that the structure ©f 
the growths was mot that of a simple parallel-, over* 
growth* but was orientated at 90° to the structure 
of the substrate*
ijrrnopucToar m > m t m
The sahjest of this thesis m m  sponsored by a 
water'treatment i i m  whieh epeelaXisss in the field of 
mater'*formed seal# prevention* The ealjoet was chosen 
h m m m  m x y  little is known, of the mechanism of seal© ’ 
formation or ih# effect on seal# properties of various 
physios1 factor®* T M t  la" so despit# the $ m %  that an 
immense m t m m %  of work, lias koon demo ky differ tut people 
on the subject of the prevention of seal# I>y chemical 
methods* The reasons for %his XsoM of interest in 
physios! properties b m m m  apparent when on# considers 
tho historical heekground. of soda > formation and pro** 
veation# However* lately methods of water treatment* 
electrical ami ultrasonic methods.being examples* which 
afloat the' crystal growth of" scale directly* My# M m  
evolved* For a proper understanding of this# rodent 
methods it la advantageous ■ to t o w  moro of the partly 
physical factors of growth^henee the subject of this 
thesis arises fait# naturally and it is toped that the 
work proaontod tort will he of aomo 'assistance to those , 
engaged in the field of physioal water treatment*
Water-formed scale eonslais of a number of chemical 
compounds which are formed by thermal notion wk m  water 
is Mated# It la precipitated in smth. plaeea as boiler*^  
hath Mean and hot water* ealoriflore* water heaters* 
kettleai la short whersYer. hard water is heated*
LThe disadvantages of seal© are wall known♦ 
Principally they are*-
1* Blockage 'of internal waterways iiooes&it&ting 
periodical ©leaning.
2* Overheating of sealed heat exchange surfacea 
with consequent damage« 'Caused hy - the "low 
■■thermal conductivity of scale. ,
3* : Beduction in efficiency of heat exchange surfaces 
due to the low thermal conductivity coating of 
seal©.
Seal© has been a real problem for approximately 
two hundred years sine© the invention of the steam 
engine which requires a steam holler to run it, and 
of the domestic hot water system which'needs a hot 
water holler and .associated pipework., ..The first 
definition of scale formation, however.must considerably-' 
antedate this time as it is given in terms of the four ' 
basic elements of aediavel times. It iss~
FJLre ’♦► Water <■» Earth + A i r ^  
this equation applying particularly to steam hailera 
or kettles where earth refer® to scale, and air to 
©team* The invention of the steam engine with its 
associated boiler marked the advent of scale.a© a problem 
of industrial importance, the simple low pressure hollers 
of that era were just as prone to scale-up aa the 
mor© sophisticated hollers of today. " They were
kopt oXear Xy m m m l m m m  at interval®* I % h m  M m % 
salt that ili# first mans of treating wator-t© prevent 
oo&X® woo dleoovorod aooldont&XXy whan. sum® of Jams® 
Wait1# {3} workman put. non® potato®® in a toiler for 
itoir m&X & M  then forgot thorn* When' Xator oXo&nlng 
omt th® toiler,ttof fount the- ao&X* to he oXadgo«»Xik® 
instead of h m d ant ten## it'mo oaay to oXe&n out ito 
toiler# Froa this beginning sprang tli# B ® lm m  of ■ 
intorasl water treatment whiah it stlXX'very jssuoh with
e^re*»1r <Kc»l
uo si t!i# present time# By M M  m o  kmotm stomt
seal® out its prevention,and on intuit sting h m k  by, 
Betort A m & Z m n g  {4} gives a striking pieiare of ike 
situation around that tint* According to Armstrong 
seals eottalsta t/10 of sartonate of Airs® (C&CQg). and 
1/10 -sulphate of Xi.mo (CaSO^I M i  aeeeant' of tow 
c&rtozdo aeid gas (CGg) is triiron off in the proseas of 
Boating tlit water this e&ualng deposition* oorroapondo 
exaetXy to our beliefs today* I la deseriptlens of 
explosions vividly stow ths magnitude of the problem 
e&used hy stale at that time* Erplosie&s d m  to the 
insulating - offsets of seal® eausing th* metal of the 
toiler to toeosie overheated with resultant frestore or® 
desoritod as of *everyday Monday, mornings
or# & ® m z l M d  m  partieuXarXy tot in th® Mansheote? 
area at th# stokers were in a hurry to raise steam in
boilers that had become cold over th# weekend hence 
they lit large fires which caused the toiler metal 
to overheat with subsequent explosions when ©team 
pressure was raised# The explosions wore very damaging 
to property and caused occasional loss of life* 
Government, action was eventually taken and the Boiler 
Explosions Acts' of 1862 and 1890 were passed which, 
called for a Board of Trad# enquiry for evtry toiler 
explosion# 'The.Factory and Workshop-Act of 
1902 mad# it compulsory for each toiler' to to inspected 
regularly by a.competent person in addition to toing 
fitted -with a safety valve# pressure gang# and water 
-gang## ■ liven at th# present time however* occasional 
accidental explosions take place due to seal# formation* 
In 1984 a hot water tank in a factory exploded killing 
on# person* . Th# cause of the oxplosim. was overpressure 
of steam generated from.the water.in the tank by
heating steam, when the relief opening had toeom# choked
■f 5l ■with seal#' * In 1988 two shipboard toiler explosions 
took place* on# on the "George Cousins* a steam trawler 
t^e other-on th# motor vessel "San Cirilo* killing
‘ {*71
eleven people. 1 * Both .these explosions art described 
as having h e m  &u# to excessive seal# formation causing ' 
overheating and failure of th# metal of the toiler* 
further report# of failure com# to light from.time to ■ 
time as can to seen by referring to Insurance Company
files and journals ^  ^  * anc^   ^11 ) *
.Th© JBO»t common salts found in water &r@ given
{ I  o \
by ■ Taylor'■ 'as** •
.- -Sodium chloride,
i
. calcium bicarbonate* 
magnesium sulphatev 
calcium sulphate, 
magnesittm hicarbonate*
Th© actual constitution of any particular water 
supply will depend on th® geological sour©©. Waters arc
i
said to he hard'or soft depending on the amount of soap I
needed'to.produce a lather* A soft water needs little ' j
soap to produce a lather, whilst a hard water will need i
relatively more. The hardness is dependent on th© amount
of the various chemicals present as listed above* . Hardness j
!
is divided into two parts - temporary and permanent* j
■ i
Temporary hardness is that portion-removed hy
\S caused b>y
ho 11 lug &nd IfmssSsg&s-m’ the bicarbonate* of calcium and
c_«irfc>c> V")
magnesium which on boiling-break down and liberate m & q& m  
dioxide gas,«*t* precipitating the less soluble carbonate* 
remanent hardness is that hardness remaining after boiling* 
It--is the hardness salts in water that are the source of 
scale.
Seal© can form in a number of well established ways*
and which way occurs in practice will depend on the partic­
ular chemicals in the water*-£§pI the rat© of heat transfer 
and the circulation of water past the heating surface.
Those different ways of seal© preelP^***011 listed
as follows*~
I D
1) seal# oheaieal m % I m  brought about by [
the iuoreasa in testporatuxo when water is heated. ;
2) Seale eaused'by evaporation of water as in a siesa j
boiler until the salabilities of th® seal® forming I
salts in eolation n m  esoeeded with m n m f m n t  |
'yr*ei$ltatle&» . " j
I) Seal# esisfi ky ,a doore*** in aeluMlity of salts
in eolation will*. rise in .tenyeratnre as wt«r (
is tested* . |
f
4) ^Sealee esstitd on test #seli&»§# earfaeea wter* ekall£tlea | 
ie.iJ&lng plao# If deyeeiUen at t te  triple intorfaee ■ j
of sterna talll#* water and testing eurf&ee* j-
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . -  t
1} i |o^ enwayle of seals e&uaed ky etemie&l notion j
aa'tte temperature fa. raised Is 'tte ess# of e&leititf'
. ssrtenste aasle wMeti is formed Moarkonate ■
is ’tli# mter. kreate dowa to e&rten&t# ion end e&rkoa 
dlexlde^lT shewn in tte. egu&tloniundert * .
Ca++ + 2(11 C 03r  CaGOjj * 51,0 «• C0g---
m  m l s l m  eartenate ten- & fairly a&all eeluMllty* 
"'ateut SO $•$*&** it will te yreelyit&ted*' j
-  i
tj lm sttiii tellers# reeireul&ted eeeling ayetema using |
atffioayterlo.oooling towers# indeed in i&y $l*ee 
wter# water 4» ereforated# ite eoneentretlen of tte 
M l  to im solution will gradually inereaae until m m h  
tine. m  - the' eelokilfty. limits ore ereeeded. end a 
«-eenditien of aopersaturatien. e*ta in* 'rreeipitatien 
of ae&Xe tten eeeura until tte eoneentr&tion of salts
fall* to Mtnr&tlon level*' I
!
1) ■ flis netted of seal# formation is eloaely silted j
to'tint of Ho* I)# Ite way in w&Uh tte eoluMlity ■ !
limit is. re anted is kowever guite different* !
(1
Sappoee that the solubility of th# seal# forming . 
salt, tinder oosisi deration deereaeea with rise in 
'temperature* 'Th« il *t amfcieat temperaturee th# 
talir is nearly saturated.with roapae.t to a particular 
suit, rift# in temperature alea*' will hr lag ahowt 
a condition of anperaataxation with consequent 
deposition of aeale*. Several common a® ale forming, 
salts have this eharaeteriatie negative eoluhllity 
slope with temperature#* ■ example# Ming calcium . 
sulphate and ealelom hydro add# •'
4} On eome'heat exchange aurfaoea ehallltlon*.that 
. la steam hohhle formalism* oeeure* Eaoh hahhla 
folding at th# heating aarfae# la oo»peaed' of ate&m 
arising out of the evaporation of water* If .the . ‘ 
huhhlo formation is fmiek omorngb item the water 
. which ia wrap®rating to fora th# hahhle will heoome 
locally concentrated with reapeet to its salt 
content with eonaequent-precipitation of scale#
Whether this seal# re&iaeolvea or mot whom tte stoats 
hahhle leave# th# aurfaea depends on the.rate of 
fcahhle formation*. item this rat# Is fastf mors aeale 
. is formed.than'oaa he washed away and rtdissolved hy- 
the water present# It has heen shown that the eoale- 
is preeipitated at th# triple interfaee of water# 
ateam ami tenting earface*'
these four method# of precipitation of seal# 
forming salt# explain the preaenee of seal# forming 
preeipltatea in the water#. It la of interest to note 
that tte material ha# heen recognised a# erystallin#
Immiar# for a long time# However there ia no' explanation 
implicit ia thee# four fhenomftiiae to why$-
1Z
a) ■ til# seale particles adhere to th® boating mrt&m. |
h) the scale particles a&hore to taeii other to eastend j
the layer of seal# and cams# it to get thicker* Farther** j 
©#r#f it is.true to m f  that little work has h##n. J
done #ft these quest&ms* ■ |
the reasons lor this apparent lack of interest in |
i
the structure and proportiea of the scale itself become-
evident when it Ia realised that whilst th# precipitation 
of scale £&mtng material at a heat erokaage serf ace can
h# #kpr#®n#d in chemical toms the actual growth mechanism j
.  -  i
of the scale cannot# the scale particles are crystalline
ia aat&r* ant the forces holding these particles together
to fcm scale are much more the interest of Gryatallegrapheria I-
b'a^ctvAxe, i
than of Chemists* Because (^Crystallography is comparatively i
a young science* th# discovery of I«*ray diffraction in 1913 j-
j.
by Von Lam# narking the beginning of modem Crystallography* |
little attention as yet .has been paid to son# of its 
practical applications of which scale formation is one* It 
1* tap«4 tut tt. work in this thesis rill at j
least indicate what powerful tools crystallographies methods
i!
cam pot in th® hands of restarch werkers in this field*
Hence so far as scale prevention goes most work has ' 
been done by Chemists end this work has centred on 
preventing scale by effecting the chemical process## of 
precipitation* The result has been a number of processes 
listed below which stop seal# formation hj preventing th#
13
frootoitstloa of' scale-forming material* 1% is ml*
m r p rising that with %h%m 'processes, developed 
to too l m %  eo&to&irjthor* is no used %u take into'seeouat 
toe erystallegraphietl aspects of growth* Those
proeesses are an follows-
a) Bass wttaiig# softening* la this protest to#
ealeim salts ia the art changed to to their
. sodium m l %  equivalents bf passing too water through 
-shed of shemieals-sailed seolites* Th# oodium 
salts resulting or# not.normally ooalo forming as 
ihoy are extremely tinkle*' The re&etioa. eaa ho 
represented as iolowss- ■
€a (HCOg)g ♦ SXaTi-------- -^Calt2 a Nsj. (HCO^g
.. GoS04 ♦ *3an  ^C0tg o HO|$04*
The- first' tow In eaeh-equation represents.the seals 
forming saltf too seesixd tom tho seollts* After a 
time too toolito is exhausted and tod to to re­
generated hy passing a salt (KaCl) solution. through it
h) Lima soda. oof toning* loro tho water It softened 
first bf adding slaked lino to it whoa tho .following
m % l m  i&kot place*
t C& {I1C0S)'| + Ca (§ I)a ---------- *^C*C0a * *HgG ■ '
tho ealsium oartomat# toing nearly iatoluhlt 
precipitates tad it eeil-estsd ia a settling tank* 
Calcina sulphate tordasss is doali with hy-adding 
..soda (NagCOg) whoa tho following action is
oas§4 ♦ ~m%m$---------> caco'g ♦ Kasso4
again tho calcium eartonate settles out' whilst 
too sodium sulphate is nen-eca.it faming* ■
e) ' Distillation - here the salt a in solution are
removed.hy generating steam from the hard water*
The steam is condensed to form far# water £ r m  from 
seal# forming material.
All these p m m  sees stop seal# absolutely*
Unfortonately their complexity.and cost often prevent' 
their us© in email installations where it is often more 
eonvenient to periodically clean , the;-p.laat of scale by 
mechanical or chemical mean* than it ia to prevent the 
teal# forraing* This state of affairs is not entirely 
satisfactory and as a result interest has h m u  shown 
in other methods of dealing with scale* These methods 
are as follows*-
1} Electrical methods which do not affect th# chemical 
reactions causing precipitation.of scale forming 
material hut 'do affect th# manner ia which the 
crystalline particles lock together*
t) Chemicals which added to th# water again do not 
prevent precipitation tat do prevent th# bonding 
which normally goes-on to form a coherent mass of 
scale* '
I) Ultrasonic methods where .ultrasonic vibrations in 
th# water physically break-up the seal# as it forms*
4) By designing apparatus with flexible h m t  exchange
surfaces w«eh flexing.under normal service conditions ■ I'
i -
prevent the brittle seal# becoming permantly attached* I
It can readily be seen that these processes are j
generally different from those in the previous list in I
that.they do not alltot the- precipitation reactions’ 
hat they do affect the growth mechanism of the scale*
Th# design of equipment to put these methods of scale 
prevention into operation has been entirely empirical 
and it is true to say that all of them have boon - 
evolved through trial and error* It is believed that 
only when the mechanism of growth* adhtrono# and such 
like other physical factors are investigated using 
crystallographical techniques will these latter proe#ss#s 
to explained anil teach the' same state of development 
as have the c&er processes for preventing precipitation 
of seal#*
\(a
PART "I THE INITIATION OF SCALE FORMATION 
INTRODUCTION
Th© work in this section is concerned with
initial deposits that occur on a heating surface where
ebullition is taking place* This is an extremely
common type of heat transfer. Work has been don© in
this field in th© past. Partridge^ 1  ^ was th© first
to consider this type of deposition on a polished and
plated heating surface. His work was concerned with
calcium sulphate only. He advanced a theory to
account for the formations he observed. This type of
deposit has also been observed by M. V. Griffiths^
who obtained photographs similar to thos© of Partridge.
Mesler in a private communication to tho author has
also reported similar deposit formations in the course
of a study of th© local variations of heating surface
( ltemperature with time under steam bubbles' # * Other 
work has been done on th© Initiation of seal© formation 
by Clark, Bunn, Turner, Gray and others but these 
workers have not been directly concerned with the ring 
type of formations investigated her©. Their work concerns 
analysis of deposits, ambient temperature precipitation 
by corrosion cell mechanism and chemical additions to 
affect th© physical forms of the resulting scale.
ih7
Th© "work helow is concerned with the ring formation 
occurring under steam huhhles in an apparatus in 
which the following conditions were controlled:-
1) Flow rate of the scale forming water over 
the heating surface.
2) Chemical content of the scale forming water.
3) Heat input to th© heating surface.
4) Surface finish of the heating surface.
A1PABATUS
An apparatus was constructed so that the scale 
formation could he watched using a microscope as it 
was.forming.
The heating surface consisted of part of a flat
Monel metal plate which formed th© hasis of the apparatus.
On the polished side a hollow rectangular ruhher gasket
and a microscope slide were clamped hy two metal straps.
The space between the Monel plate and th© microscope
WI V\>
slide formed a cellkdimensions 2iw long x i” wide x 
3/16” deep. Th© solution under test was led in at one 
end of the cell hy three small holes which connected 
to a pipe at the hack of th© Monel plate. Solution 
left the cell through three similar holes at the other 
end of the cell. The Monel plate was heated hy a flat 
electric element clamped a^inst it on the opposite 
side to the cell. The maximum rating of the element
18
was 75 watts at 50 volts input. A support post for 
the complete cell was attached to the rear of the heating 
element clamp plate. Solution under test was fed into 
th© cell from a small tank on a stand. The outlet pip© 
from this tank contained a regulating needle valve to 
control fee flow to th© cell. The solution after passing 
through the cell could he passed into a measuring cylinder 
^th© flow he measured* The electrical supply
for th© heating element was taken from the laboratory 
supply and could he varied hy a series sliding resistance. 
The current flow and voltage at th© element measured 
with an ammeter and voltmeter* Th® formations on the 
heating surface were observed by a Cooke* Tfoughton and 
Simms microscope adapted hy removing th© suhstag© assembly 
and tilted so that its axis was in a horizontal plane*
Th© heating surface was illuminated for observational 
and photographic purposes by a beam of light at about 20° 
to th© normal of the heating surface. Photographs were 
taken using a Beck microscope camera mounted on the 
microscope using Ilford 35 mm FP3 film. Diagrams of th© 
test cell and of the general set-up ar© shown in Figures 
1 and 2.
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METHOD
Preparation of test solutions.
Solutions used in these experiments were;-
1) Calcium sulphate (saturated solution)}
2) Magnesium hydroxide (saturated solution)}
3) Sodium chloride (saturated solution);
4) Calcium hydroxide (saturated solution);
5) Tap water as available in th® laboratory;
6) Calcium bicarbonate 100 and 20 parts per million*
The solutions of calcium sulphate, magnesium 
hydroxide, sodium chloride and calcium hydroxide were 
obtained by crushing selenite gypsum and brucit© in 
the first two cases and adding excess to distilled 
water. The latter two solutions were obtained from 
laboratory chemicals. All solutions were boiled 
with excess solute and cooled to 2G°C* at which temp­
erature they were used# The calcium bicarbonate solutions 
were made up by suspending the requisite amount.of 
calcium hydroxide in distilled water and then passing 
gaseous carbon dioxide through it until clear* The 
solution was heated to 50°C, to standardise the free carbon 
dioxide content, and cooled to 20°C, at which temperature 
it was used. These chemicals were chosen as they ar© 
to b© found regularly in public water supplies, and also 
furnish examples of compounds with both negative and positive 
solubility slopes with temperature* Th© heating surface was
2 2
prepared^ ©mery-papering it with successively finer 
grades of emery paper and finally a mirror polish was 
obtained using metal polish on Svelte cloth* The 
procedure followed with each solution was first to 
establish a definite rat© of flow through the apparatus, 
after which the heater was switched on and observation 
of th© polished surface begun. Th© heater input energy 
was maintained at 62.5 W throughout. When th© initial 
scale had formed on the heating surface, the apparatus 
was switched off and cleaned. Another rate of flow 
was then selected and the procedure repeated. As pur© 
solutions were used, chemical analysis of the deposit 
was not necessary except for tap water. The crystal 
structure of each deposit was obtained by X-ray diffraction 
techniques. All deposits were photographed.
Th© results, obtained were as follows*- 
(1) Calcium Sulphate
At very low rates of flow (60-135 cm/h) rings of 
crystals were deposited as described by Partridge, namely 
each bubble on detachment left behind a ring of crystals. 
Often the same spot served for th© generation of streams 
of bubbles building up a disc-like deposit within th© 
original rings of crystals. At slightly higher rates of 
flow (200-450 cm/h) a new phenomenon was observed.
As each bubble formed a ring of crystals formed at its
contact circle with the heating surface. The bubble 
grew until its buoyancy was sufficient either to cause
5 2
its detachment from the surface or to cause it to 
slide upwards on the surface until it had moved about 
one-third of a diameter of the ring, when it reattached 
and deposited a new ring of crystals; this process was 
repeated until a ladderlike pattern was obtained, each 
ring being fractionally greater than its predecessor. 
After a number of crystal circles had been generated in 
this manner the bubble had sufficient bouyancy to proceed 
continuously up the slide leaving two lines of deposit 
until it appeared to break away completely from the 
heating surface* Figs, 3 and 4 show the resultant 
ladder network. Here again bubbles were generated at 
fairly constant centres and steams of bubbles rose 
up the ladders depositing more and more material. As 
the flow rate increased this mode of formation reverted 
to the original type of single rings as experienced 
at very low flows. With increasing flow (600 cm/h) less 
and less deposit occurred until it was observed that as 
each bubble detached its rings of crystals immediately 
redissolved until a flow was reached at which very few 
bubbles were formed at all aad those that did form 
tended to remain stationary on the surface.
2) Magnesium Hydroxide.
At no flow rate was any deposit formed on the 
heating surface.
'5 4
3) Sodium Chloride
At no flow was any deposit retained on the heating 
surface* It was seen* however, that where bubbles formed 
a ring df deposit was also formed at the triple interface* 
These rings of deposit did not remain on the surface when 
the bubble hecam© M g  and buoyant enough to move 
away, hut detached themselves with the bubbles and apparently 
redissolved. This effect was soon obscured by a snowstorm­
like cloud of crystals thrown out of the body of the fluid 
as solubility limits were exceeded* At th© highest flow 
rates no precipitation at all was seen*
4) Calcium Hydroxide
With this salt, ring and ladder formation were clearly
a dl V\e.r«_cf
observed, and the deposit to the heating surface.
At flow rates of 130-220 cm/h ring and ladder formations were
observed together (figure 5). There was however a tendency 
for the ladder formations to be formed nearer th© solution
inlet than the rings. These rings and ladders wore
less distinct than those obtained with calcium sulphate 
and the method of growth appeared different in that the 
hydroxide rings filled in quickly to give plaque-like 
deposits. It was also noticed that if the deposit* when 
dry, was rubbed with the finger, most of it cam© away 
easily leaving th© original rings and ladders, showing 
that the adherence of th© initial deposit was greater 
than that formed subsequently within the rings. As the
2 5"
X200
In  this and following photographs flow is indicated by an arrow 
at the top.
Fig. 3. Calcium sulphate
X200
Fig. 4. Calcium sulphate
X200 X 200
Fig. 6. Calcium hydroxideFig. 5. Calcium hydroxide
X200
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Fig. 9. Tap water Fig. 10. Calcium bicarbonate
Fig. 7. Calcium hydroxide
x200
Fig. 8. Tap water
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X200 X200
Fig. 11. Calcium bicarbonate Fig. 12. Calcium bicarbonate
X200
Fig. 13. Calcium bicarbonate
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flow increased to 528 em/h the ladder formations were 
not so apparant, a ring tracery only being produced,
(Fig, 6). At fast rates of flow (1048 cm/h) rings were 
seen together with Y trails, that is ladders without the 
s t e p A l s o ,  one example of ©©tangential formation , — 
was observed (Fig, 7),
5) Tap Water
An analysis of the laboratory tap water used is 
given on page 2 S , At lower flov; rates (230-430 cm/h) 
ring and ladder deposits occurred (Fig, 8) and here 
also the ladder formations were nearer the inlet than 
the rings.
Certificate of analysis of a sample of water marked - 
College Laboratory tap water.
This sample of examination gave the following results?-
dried at 100WC 
Hardnes s, t emporary 
Hardness, permanent 
Total alkalinity, CaCO^ 
Chlorides, Cl 
Sulphates, SO^ 
Carbonates, C0^
Calcium, Ca 
Magnesium, Mg
Total solid matterj  - a 4. inrkVrt Tarts/million370
172
107
192
38
60
115
101
6
Carbon dioxide, free 
pH value
none
7.7
....  to
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These rings were well defined on ©xamination; with 
high power the crystals were just discernible as having 
the calcite shape* At the higher rates of flow (793 cm/h) 
it was seen that the bubbles were sliding smoothly up 
the heating surface and leaving a continuous Y-shaped 
trail of deposit. This streamed out from that part of 
the triple interface whose tangents were a few degrees 
below the horizontal diameter* Each bubble increased 
in size as it rose* hence the widening of the trail which 
continued forming until the bubble had sufficient buoyancy 
to detach itself from the surface. Also at this flow 
ordinary ladders were formed* Higher flow rates (1135 cm/h] 
gave lighter deposits of predominantly ladderlik® formations 
(figure 9). At the highest flow (1185 cm/h)* no deposit 
was formed.
6) Calcium bicarbonate*
At the flow of 220 cm/h only ring tracery was formed.
As the flow rose to 270 and 300 cm/h, both rings and ladders 
were formed, with ladders predominating slightly (figure 
10), At 280 cm/h, equal quantities of rings and ladders 
were formed (figure 11). At 990 cm/h rings only were 
slowly formed on top of an extremely thin greenish- 
yellow film that formed evenly over the heating surface 
and consisted probably of corrosion (figure 12.), At 
flows higher than 990 cm/h, this green film was all
?o
that was formed. The above observations all apply to 
a solution strength of 100 parts per million# One run 
using solution strength of 20 parts per million was carried 
out and whilst the general rate of deposition was so slow 
as to cause this concentration to he abandoned in favour of 
100 parts per million, it was seen that two novel formations 
had occurred, These deposits consisted of multiple concentric 
rings (figure 13),
CONCLUSIONS*
These experiments throw light on to the initiation of 
scale deposits in one common type of scale formation, i.e,, 
the formation which occurs at a heating surface that is 
hot enough to cause boiling in the scale-producing fluid.
This initial formation consisted of the crystallizing 
material precipitated at the junction of a bubble with the 
scale-producing solution and the heating surface. This 
triple interface formation was of five types*-
1. Plain rings of deposit formed at the edge of one 
" bubble that grew until its buoyancy overcame the
forces attaching it to the heating surface. The 
bubble upon detachment rose straight to the surface 
without touching the heating surface again,
2, Ladderlike formations where a bubble deposited 
an initial ring then moved up the surface by a 
fraction of its diameter when it again became 
stationary and deposited a fresh ring. This 
procedure was repeated a number of times, and
at each step the huhhle became fractionally bigger, 
hence the edges of the formation were V-shaped,
More than one bubble made the journey up the ladder, 
and each bubble added to the original steps in the 
ladder. In most cases the ladder ended abruptly when 
the depositing bubble broke completely away from the 
surface* In some cases the bubble, after making 
the journey up the ladder did not break completely 
from the surface, but slid up with a uniform motion 
leaving two continuous lines of deposit,
3) V tracks of the same outer shapes as the ladder 
formations but lacking the steps. Here the bubble 
was initially stationary until it had grown high 
enough for its buoyancy to start its ascent as in 
the case of ladders. Once the ascent was started, 
however, it continued smoothly and left two tracks. 
The distance between the tracks increased as the 
bubble rose. The tracks originated from that part 
of the triple interface whose tangents were a few 
degrees below the horizontal diameter of the bubble. 
Here again, more than one bubble made the journey, 
each bubble adding to the original deposit,
4) Co^tangential ring deposits. These deposits were 
initiated from one bubble which grew until bigger 
than average, when it detached itself, leaving a 
large ring. Successively, small co*tangential rings 
were then formed in quick succession within the 
initial ring. This type of formation was very rare 
and may have been an example of suppressed boiling.
5) Concentric ring deposits. These deposits were seen 
only twice with 20 parts per million calcium 
bicarbonate and were not observed in process of 
formation hence the mechanism is unknown. It could
mc-CsfrtdT, ,s 0
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have had a mechanism similar to 4 } toil. perhaps 
fee a further example of suppressed lolling* 
Alternatively* small ring a eeui& M m  forme d firs t*. 
follow#*! hy larger rings from larger bmhiXoii* 
possibly being the result of a local temperature 
rise ia the heating surfs##* - Both the ohserved 
formations had a Y-» shaped 'trash leading up from . 
the centre* which apparently indicates the rente 
: taken by the JmXXXea on leaving the surface* '
' The five .types of deposit did not.ail;ee#ur with
ovary tali tested*' The frequency of occurrence is
noted in'figure i.4 * Alee there was a relation between 
the rate of ..flow, and the typo, of deposit* .This is 
indicated in Figaro l$*
• The, non^&ppe&raneo of any deposit from the solution
of magnesium. hydroxide may-he d m  to tho fact that this 
salt is considered to M  deposited indirectly by the 
action' of eeda*4 ye or magnesia^ .which chemical mechanism
was" not .provided In those ..tests* ...The theory of. aoale 
formation in association with bubbles has M m  indicated 
by Partridge*
(1) The fact that rings of deposit wore observed with 
solutions of sodium ehlorido strongly b m m  m %  his 
theory that evaporation takes Jtw place at the triple 
interface4 With this salt* whose solubility increases 
with temperature*-a temperature rise in the foliation 
as it nears the heating surfat# eeuld not precipitate 
a deposit, as with ealeiom sulphate* for example*
’'T ^ n i iniuiii nnririnrinfiriiinfHiniinrMHmiiiiiim yyiiyyiH iii yHiiiimriimmHiiwwowtwuwuwMMuuiui miiinnnHHi.MMwwHwiuuHiiiiij
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hence evaporation must have taken place for a deposit
K b  | s C o U  Id  O h W  bq)P^tir» b y
to occur at all, and
•G-'J adoration
too into the steam huhhle, The question of 
the mechanism causing the deposits has not heen fully 
resolved. This mechanism could either he static cr 
dynamic. In the case of the static mechanism steam 
would he generated at the triple interface and would 
form the huhhle* The deposit would arise as a result 
of the evaporation this steam, and would at
the most he proportional to the volume of the huhhle. 
The growth of the deposit would he the result of
t
successive huhhles, each leaving a further increment. 
In the case of the dynamic mechanism water would he 
continuously evaporated into the huhhle, and at the 
same time continuously condensed at the outermost 
surface of the huhhl© where the solution hulk is 
cooler than at the heating surface. Thus deposit 
would he continuously deposited during the life of the 
huhhle, and the amount would not depend upon the 
volume of the huhhle. Thus, the dynamic theory would 
allow for a considerable amount of deposit to he 
precipitated under each huhhle. The hypothetical 
picture of this is as shown in- Fig. The amount 
of deposit will depend upon the following factors:-
1, Amount of water evaporated at the triple 
interface. It is known that the f f M H d
3*?
hefting mrf*o« iomporatnro uador thm bubfel* is
than llil ni tb# gemor&JL. has ting aarfaoa^*
A u % M is formod a weight of deposit is-
produood proportional to the.amount of wo tor. 
owaporatod into the &$&$!*'end being oon&anaod at 
ttf'tttUWii region* It is possible that & largo 
asuemmi of dopoftit dopoadaat upon %k& Xifo of tbo 
M M l #  m i l l l»o thrown iewm* '
Amount of ootor ovaporatod at the doublo iaiorfaoo*
Thu hoi spot An l ho hosting ooriooo undo? tho 
lalll® mmy oaeoo auporheating of tho. otooa in iho 
bubble* Ao this adporheatod otoam olraniatoa ir* 
tbo hmblii#* it will oos# into ® m tm %  with tbo 
solution and oauao further evaporation into tho 
imhMo* fils evaporation will ooeoo proolpitation 
oa iho; otirfaao of the bmhblo* and this naattaotiod 
proeipitato will either oealoaoo w i t h  tho material 
on t&o;boating'marfao* or remain in tbs I if mid ami 
givft riat to tho&udgo that is. of ton found in st#m 
feoiioro*. '
The'eoliibiilt/■slop# of the salts in solution* '
e^eauae. the boating earfase. is *t * higher temperature 
than the eolation* there will b* * temperature 
gradient in the latter# flitr©fore* any Inereafte 
or deereaee in solubility:of the salts in solution 
with temperature will have am offsot upon the 
preelpltaflen' oeeurring at the besting surfsee*
Thus# in the ease wbero mo hubbies mm t o m in g *  
preeipiiste will toad to he thrown down fro® a" 
solution wfth a positive solubility slope* In tho 
esse where babbies art forming* * m gmties' solubility 
will inorsase tbs amount of deposit at the triple 
double interfuse* sad positive solubility ftlopft 
will ioftftoa this amount*
38
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If the ebserved deposit were due'to the static
mechanism alone, then the amount formed per bubble
would he easy to calculate, sinee it only involves a
knowledge of the huhhle volume and the' eoneentration
of the ©alt in solution. Assuming a huhhle to he' „
l/$%* la diameter the amount of ©olid precipitated
from a saturated solution of calcium sulphate (1700 parts
per million at 100°€) would he approximately 1 x 10"*^
—12 allh* weight which occupies a volume of 22 x 10 in *
which could he represented by a cub# of aide 
-42*0 at 10 in* Thus it may he seen that if one. huhhle 
could he observed and the amount of material deposited 
measured, the precise meehanissa could he established*
This was not achieved in the present experiments, 
as huhhlea streamed out from one point at high speed 
making it impossible to see how much deposit each 
huhhle caused* High-speed cinematography might decide 
this" issue*" ■ The.occurrence of different types of 
formation, e*g*, rings and ladders, together, shows 
that the type of formation is dependent on factors other 
than flow, and it is felt that temperature la one of 
these factors# In the apparatus only ...the central, portion 
was heated and as cold solution was introduced at one 
end temperature gradient© must have existed with the 
inlet area being the coolest part* Several times
Ao
ladder* t e m **I aear tli# inlet* mid rings further u$9 
and.henee m  &lher eimdltim® m m  the tarn# it 0m  b* 
m m  that the texa$>t?*tiire was affeeting ths.TOd# ©i 
fermatieii# It ia felt t hat. useful result* will 1»* 
obtained hy extending flits# test* s@ that the %mp«> 
•ratare #1 the awfae* w *  known aa **11 as the energy 
input*
-   ...    4 /
PART II
Physical Properties of Developed Layers of Calcareous Scale,
Part I deals with the initial formation of seal© on 
to its heating surface. The logical follow-up to this is 
to study the properties of scale in the hulk and to examine 
the effect on these properties of different types of heating 
surface. Hence it was decided to investigate the following 
properties of the scale?-
1. The adherence to the heating surface.
2. The crystal size*
3. The crystallographic structure and chemical 
composition.
4. The structure as revealed hy microphotography 
and mi ro radio graphy♦
Further it was decided to examine the effect on these 
properties of varying the texture and material of the 
heating surface. This programme called for the production 
of thick®r*day@rs and larger amounts of scaWthen the small 
cell apparatus could conveniently produce. In addition the 
small cell apparatus did not have a readily exchangeable 
heating surface and further the area of heating surface was 
so small as to make the introduction of different textures 
difficult. Thus the small cell apparatus was not suitable 
and a seal© making apparatus was designed and built to 
incorporate th© following features.
4a
1* ■ ;larger tod t h t c k n  gaaatiiie* of ooale to he
predated per rsm hy using a melt larger heating 
mirfte# ted riuxolsig; oooh test for sowereX. hours*
%* ■ Tho hoatlag - saartaoo ;to he eaeiXy-desoftiitahle from 
. the epparata* to faollltato photography and
©I .the eeaXe aft#* form tie®*
I* Tii# heatfag emrfaee ho b® «tea&«*heat#& oo as to
giro even uniform heating right over tho entire 
aurfaee*
4# Different heating, ewfaee ataierlala -to h# avaiXahle
and ill# hooting aarfaee to h# Xorgo enough to 
laeerperate different ettrfaee textures*
An apparatus to fulfil tho shore rogalromonts
was designed and sanoiaotarod in tho Crystallography
Sootion of tho Battersea GoIXogo of TeehaeXogy*
Drawings or# giro. helew (figs* II 0 IS)* Tho heating
aoriaoo was tho external surfsee of-a'eyli&drieaX tahe
©I utili atooX f©or l&ehea in external disaster mud air
inohoa in length* .A desea of thoao cylinders war# eat
from a length of holler tuhe* end tamed la a lath®
and finished es&ooth with essery papear to their external
sarfaeee* Simplest el th#@# tehee wtr# seat away to
he oXeotropXftted la eepper# alekel and ehreaiea, thiek
aeli-poreus eastings heiag specified* In addition* ©no
take was ritreoas esaaeiled with a high ilea# whit#
onaaol# forth# sternal test mas tho oarfaeo texture
was adjusted as described <e«tar# The cylindrical heating
4-3
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surface could be mad© up into th® test cell by 
clamping flanges over its. open-ends, the flanges being 
made steam tight with rubber gaskets and secured 
by on© through-bolt and nut through the centre 
of the cell* The uppermost flange had a f inc^ 
stud coupling for the heating steam entry and 
also a tapping for a steam pressure gauge. The 
bottom flange had a |* inch stud coupling for the 
steam and condensate outlet. The cell was sus­
pended in the centre of a five gallon mild steel 
drum by means of a horizontal supporting beam which 
passed through a hole in the centre bolt and rested 
on the sides of the drum. Water was admitted at 
the bottom of the drum via a copper pip® leading 
from a constant head flow device. Inlet water 
temperature was measured by a thermometer incorporated 
in a pocket integral with the copper pipe. After 
being boiled the water left the drum from an overflow 
pipe at the top of the drum, another thermometer 
being situated in this pipe. A water preheating 
coil of 3 turns of 1 inch diameter copper pip© was 
coupled to the steam and condensate exit from th© test 
cell, ^h© function of this coil was to preheat th© 
water entering th© drum so that vigorous boiling 
occurred all over th© test cell surfac®. By using
this coil much thicker layers of scale could be 
obtain©# in th© same time than was otherwise th© case.
44
Th© bottom pip© from th© steam coil was led out of th© 
drum through a rubber bush from whence it went to an 
isolating valv® and a steam trap. Th® steam trap was of 
th© th@rmostatic type and whilst allowing water to pass* 
would not let steam through, thus conserving heat. Therm­
ometer glands w®r© incorporated in th© drum to enable th© 
temperature gradient in th© water to be measured. Steam was 
admitted to th® interior of the test cell via th# inlet 
steam pipe from th© steam boiler. The boiler used was a 
Perkins "Patomic" model capable of producing 100 lb. of 
steam per hour at up to 50 p.s.i.g. Th® boiler was oil- 
fired and steam pressure was automatically regulated by a 
pressure-stat which controlled th© amount of oil flowing 
to th® oil-burner. Pressure regulation was ♦ 1 p.s.i.g. and 
th© pressure could b© adjusted by varying th© setting of 
the pressure-stat.
4-7
PROCEDURE
Preparation of Specimens.
As previously stated, it was decided to build up 
the scale on different metal surfaces, each surface to have 
varying degrees of surface finish. J
The different metal surfaces chosen werej j
■ mild steel, ..:
. - . , v / # . v  ■ |
copper, i
nickel,
chromium.
" cire. —
These metals typical materials used for heat exchange
in current industrial practice and hence'have other than 
purely academic interest. One'non-metalllc surface was also 
tried, this being glass which again is used industrially. Some 
tests were done with steel cathodically protected. In these 
cases a platinum ring anode was placed around the steel speci­
men. Direct current passed between the anode and the steel 
and was regulated so that a voltage of 1.8 as measured with a 
valv© voltmeter was maintained between the platinum and th© 
steel, the platinum being positive.
Each surface was tried with a number of different 
finishes. One of these was a mirror finish and all the others
|:
were produced by using various grades of abrasive papers*
All the specimen heat exchange surfaces were 4 inches out­
side diameter and 6 inches in length* A number of specimens 
were cut from a length of boiler tube and samples were sent ;
away to be copper, nickel and chromium plated, in addition one j
f
sample was vitreous enamelled with a high glaze whit© enamel, j
Th© surfaces of the metal surfaced specimens were all pre­
pared in th® following manner* Th® whole surface of each 
cylinder was huffed and polished to a mirror finish initially 
using a power rotary huffing machine followed .-.by metal polish j 
on a "Svelte" cloth. Each cylinder was divided into a number ! 
of approximately equal horizontal hands at right angles to 
its axis* One hand on each cylinder was left in its polished i 
state whilst the others were roughened with various grades of I 
emery paper* The emery scratches were all in th© same 
circumferential direction. On© series of test runs was don®
with textures produced by emery paper of grades F, 1, T|, 2, .j
■ - '.■!
2$, and 3* It was found however that these textures which 
were all fairly coarse did not affect the adherence from grad© j
■' r . - . ■ m
to grad© so in the final series of test runs textures produced j 
by emery paper of grades M, 0, 00, and 000 were used, these 
particular grades being found to have a significant effect 
on the adhesion of the scale to the heating surface.
Setting up of Apparatus*
The prepared specimen was clamped between the two iron 
flanges and secured with the single through-bolt all joints 
being made steamtight with rubber gaskets. The preheating 
coil was attached to the lower flange and th® whole assembly 1 
mounted in the cylindrical drum. Steam and water connections 
were mad© up as shown in figure 18. Water from th© constant 
read apparatus was then allowed to fill th© drum.
Whilst this setting up was being don© the steam boiler
_  ,  <1-9
had been lit so that steam was available as soon as 
required. Immediately th© drum was full oi water th© steam 
was turned on and the test run commenced. The pressure d  
steam in th© test cell was kept constant at either 25 p.s.i.g, 
or 40 p.s.i.g, according to the test run* this being accom­
plished automatically by a "banfoss" pressure-stat which 
regulated the oil supply to the burner of the boiler. The 
pressure-stat had an operating differential of + 1 p.s.i.g. so 
that steam pressure was always in th© range of 24-26 p.s.i.g,
a
or 39-41 p.s.i.g. In teh© second series of tests runs w©re 
carried out at 5 p.s.i.g.
Th© boiling of th© water in the drum was initially 
adjusted to be quite brisk by regulating th© flow of 
water from the constant head apparatus. One© set, 
th® flow was kept constant for a complete series of 
test runs. Each test run occupied a tim© of 8 hours.
Th© normal overflow of boiling water from the drum was 
allowed to run to waste except for a period during th© 
run when th© flow was measured by weighing th® amount 
collected in a given time. Th© flow was 10 g.p.h. at 
25 p.s.i.g. and 15 g.p.h. at 40 p.s.i.g.
After 8 hours test run th© main steam valv© 
was shut off and the boiler shut down. The water 
supply to th© drum was stopped and th© drum drained.
All steam and water connections were disconnected
a n - i  t h e  d i s m a n t l e d
i t m  ita flanges* f#sis on th# speeimea w#r# tbun 
carried emi as inscribed in th# separate stations 
below* The re.si of the apparatus apart from th# 
epeei&ea was prepared for th# next run by cleaning 
with hydree&lorie acid*
Cheek reeding* were taken daring each m m  to 
ensure that conditions iron m m  to rma wtr# indentlesi*
€ I
A D H E R E N C E  T E S T S .
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental property of seal© is its ability 
to adhere to the heating surface which is causing 
its precipitation. It is this property which 
largely determines th© difficulties experienced 
hy operators of industrial plant, such as boilers 
and calorifiers, when they use a scale forming 
water. In past experience it has been usual, either 
to tolerate the scale building-up until the plant 
can be cleaned at periodical intervals, or, to prevent 
seal© occurring at all by removing th® scale 
forming salts from the water by chemical and 
physical treatments. In these circumstances th© 
adherence value of th® scale to its heating surface 
has not been of great us© and consequently little 
work has been done to determine the factors affecting 
adherence. In th© past few years water treatments 
have been developed which do not remove th® scale forming 
salts from solution but affect th© physical properties
of th© seal® as it is formed. Because of this, it
• * - ;
is 3* 5? felt that th© adhesive power of the scale is 
now of some importance and might lead even to a 
method of testing th© efficiency of the newer water 
treatments.
s“a
The first problem was to find a method of 
measuring th© adherence of th© seal® to th© heating 
surface. Literature research indicated that no 
specific test for seal© adhesion had been evolved hut 
a number of methods of testing th® adherence of 
other types of film to their substrates hav® been 
evolved.
These^Methods are as follows:- ' ~
1. Heaven’s method developed by O.S. Heaven^ ^  ^ for 
metallic films on transparent substrates in 
1950. In this method & hard metal ball attached 
to th© bottom of a vertical rod is drawn across 
the film being tested. The vertical loading on 
the ball is increased by small increments until 
th© film is just removed from the substrate. For 
this method to work th© film must be ductile and 
■the substrat© transparent. Th© method ^ analysed
/ fg \
by Benjamin and Weaver* *, who showed that th® 
vertical fore© induced a shearing face between th® 
th© film and the substrate.
2. A method of determining th® adherence of paint
and varnishes to a surface has b@@n developed
(iS )
by th® Interchemical Corporation' 1. Here a 
standard chisel is used to split the paint away 
from its surface the force on the chisel being a 
measure of adherence.
5:3 ]!■
3* Buffing th© film until it is removed - has also j
been tried^ , hut has not heen found reliable |
due to burnishing effects* In addition results j
obtained are peculiar to the machine being used. j!
4. Beams Rrezeale & Bart  ^ have developed a method j!
which films are deposited on a rotor which is |
■ ■ ■ • . ii
suspended and rotated in a magnetic field at
increasing speeds. At a certain speed the
1.1
centrifugal force generated in the film is J
sufficient to cause it to part from th© rotor.
The expression - 4 TX2 N2 R2 d-=s T + jp 
where N - rotor speed, K • Rotor radius, d - density 
of film, T - tensile strength, A «• adhesion and 
h » film thickness
By using circumf©rentially disconnected films T 
becomes zero and A can be determined directly* j
5. Moses & W i t t ^  have induced tensile forces j
between a film and its substrate by using |
ultrasonic vibrations.
ioA
6. Belsen & Hicklen' 1 attached probes to the film
■ \  |:
and mounted th® specimen and probe into a tensile [
f:
test machine. They then measured th© forces to %
remove the probe and hence arrived at the j
f
adherence directly. The method was used on j
r,
sputtered metal film and the probes were soldered 
to the metallic film with a low melting point 
solder.
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In the present case two methods of testing the 
adherence were tried. Th© first was a direct method, 
in principle similar to Belsen & Hicklen. In this 
method steel prohes were attached to the scale surface 
and removed in a tensile test machine. The second 
method was indirect and was evolved from Heaven's 
method. Instead of a steel hall a tungsten carhide 
edge was drawn across the scale film the vertical 
load Being increased until the scale was just removed. 
DIRECT METHOD OF ADHERENCE TESTING.
In this method mild steel prohas which had a 
surface area of i of a square inch were glued to the 
surface of the scale. The specimen with prohe was 
fixed in a special jig and mounted in a tensile testing 
machine* Th® adherence could thus he measured directly 
hy recording the loading in the tensile testing 
machine when th© prohe was wrenched off the specimen.
Two types of prohe and jig were used. One type of 
prohe was removed from the scale in a direction 
perpendicular to the specimen surface whilst another 
type was removed in a direction parallel to the specimen 
surface., Th® first type measured the tensile adherence 
that is the force per unit area needed to detach the 
scale from th© surface in a direction normal to the 
surface. Th® second type measured the shear adherence 
that is the force per unit area necessary to remove the
S"8
m m  givim & light
The mpfMt ©nd ol tli# speeJjaen is attached to & 
syatea of levers tad weights which gioasmr© th© pall* 
f l i t  actual pull in Iks* w©ight is shewn hy a largo 
indicating dial fitted with .a maximum■m ading indicator* 
The .machine has three ranges of pull# those heiag 
0-I0& 0-*l*00Q ami 0*1*300 11.wt* each rang© heing 
selected hy palling appropriate dead weights on the 
levers*
The sealed specimen mounted in its jig was
\>vou.v\WA
checigatt lata the tooting machine tad load applied slowly 
until the prohe brake 'away from the specimen* This 
load* which m s  automatically.recorded hy the machine' 
was no tod# ’ Th# prohe did not in -all oasts remove 
an area of.seal# e$ual to its own arts ( a i ©f a afESrt 
inch)# This was da© to the glue soaking into th# 
seal# to a small extent' round the prohe edges* Henee 
'IM 'rather larger arts of stale than a f of a square lack 
was gnite oftoo removed* . Where thl*'occurred, the 
asteal area of seal# was estimated and this value used 
in sEksofmoiit salealations*
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B E S U L T S.
TBNSItE ADHERENCE TESTS
Metal of 
Heating Surface
Nature of 
Finish 
(emery grade)
Adherence
Ih/scj.in.
COPPER Polished 0
(electro plated) F 200
1 400
li 540
t 496
2-J 90S
3 480
STEEL Polished 0
(cathodieally F 168
protected) 1 168
H 156
2 212
244
3 240
STEEL Polished 600
F 720
1 512
li 860
2 812
2^ 720
CHROMIUM All grades 0 since 
scale flaked 
off.
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R E S U L T S .  
TENSILE ADHERENCE TESTS
J
Metal of 
Heating Surface
Nature of 
Finish 
(emery grade)
Adherence
Ih/sq.in.
NICICEL Polished 0
(electro plated) F 824
1 1080
ll 1120
2 980
2 f 592
C. .
3 380
I>z
R E S U L T S .  
SHEAR TEST ADHERENCE.
Metal of 
Heating Surface
Finish of 
'Heating Surface 
(emery grade)
Adherence
lh/sq.in.
STEEL ii 544
2 596
2* 1340
COPPER Polished 0
(electro plated) li 1208
2 756
2i 792
STEEL Polished 0
(cathodically 1 228
protected) 2 60
2| 40
CHROMIUM All grades 0
since scale 
flaked off.
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Th# results* flgur## II tei II* whilst exhibiting, 
a considerable 4#g;r #1 eensieteney do show scatter
and ramaitiad erratic even whan the tests were repeated 
and the results averaged* All th# other lasts carried 
out oa th# seal# &***# ehwloal compositions*1 grain else 
ete*« showed a mash greater degree of eonsletaney* thus 
it would appear that th# adherence values also worn 
mere consistent that indicated in th# reaulta, fim m  \
tli# method #1 tasting the adhesion was ##nsii#rsi reepea-* 
sill# lor., the erratic values obtained and it seems likely 
that .the glue used to attach e.aoh prohe to the seal# smrlao# 
was soaking right through the seal#, which was porous, 
and adhering to th# metal of the heating surface directly*
%hm artificially' Inereaaiiig th# taints obtained* Naturally 
this led to the testing ol other types, el glue based on 
materials other than epoxy' retina hut bo g l m  oeuld b# 
found tiffrwaa strong enough to ewure"‘"that the scale was 
wrenched off th# heating surface. It;was found that the prohe “ 
always came away without removing-the seale* As th# I
epoay resin glue was the only adhesive. available that 
was strong enough, attempts were made to continue with 
its use.and incorporate a'harrier between th# flu# and ■ ,
th# heating surfsee* The first attempt at this used
4 k
oil poured onto the scale the excess being wiped off* 
th© prohe then heing stuck on# Unfortunately this 
process ruined the adhesion between prohe and scale 
completely* Beeswax was fixed in place of the oil, the 
specimen heing heated slightly to allow the heeswax to 
sink helow the outer surface of the scale. Results with 
this were little better than with the oil.
In addition to the above cause of scatter it was 
felt that particularly in the shear test the weight of 
the specimen which as can he seen from fig. 2J was 
acting off the axis of pull and was causing a small 
torque on the probe. This small torque may have been 
sufficient to affect the lower values of adherence 
as the probe would tend to lift slightly at one edge. 
Despite these factors, results were obtained for the 
tensile adherence which were of interest even if the 
actual values are not dependable. From the graphs 
of tensile adherence fgainst surface finish it can be 
seen that in the case of the plain mild steel surface 
the adherence values appear to b© tending upwards as the 
finish of th© specimen gets rougher, and this rise is 
of the order of 20$. Th© values however are all much 
higher than those obtained for th© same steel surface 
cathodically protected from rusting where again there 
was only a slight tendency for adherence to rise with
^  ■
m a g h m m  of eorfao® fiats* of the ord« of 2©#*
TMs effect cf th# eaifccdic ^roteotfoa to Interfere
wlth th® lending totweea seals sad heating sarfae® |
' ■ !
shows ©oao juslltination far th# Cu&horl&nd proooss |
of sosl* provoatlon which was us«4 ooi&:,£roisliy eirea 
UiS* In this proatu® aotslliu sno&os m m  plaand in- th# 
hollo? prfmmilf to provont oorrosioiu in *&lition j
i% « i  slsinod that tho rost&ting slight g&lrsnio
eurrents proroatod th© fog&stlon of ini soalo* !. _  ^ . | 
It is eonaidorod that % ha lossonlng of tho adhesion !
is due to tKa last that the e&thedis proteetien prsiftmis I
the steel serfsee Mating* Ab no rusting ossturrsd there |
was Xos&X pitting for th# seal# to into as it
is jtomd and thlis get a grip on tho surfsee* This
view is reiaforsed hy tho fast that on a plain steel
surface tmlmg had m ^ u n m I  nn&er th# seals• Farther
some of this rust was detaehed with tho m$$X® when
.tho prohea were'wrenehed oil showing how intimately
th# seals had grown into tho ourlsee*'
Tho results lor eepper and nlohoI straddle tho so
obtained for stool and thus it would seem that tho ■
actual as tml*. e* tho hosting aurfaee makes llttlo
dlffersnse'is tho adheres©*.'values obtained# Again
there are tho aa®# indiealiens thst th# values of
roughness ebosen did not altar tho adhereaes mush
except whoa tho sarfaes was polished when m m  values
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ar# perhap# a little artifleial m  in th«a# ©ants th# 
eeale had flaked off la th# apeelmeit a# it was removed 
from t&# apparatus# Had it r m m i m &  attaehed m m  vtry 
lightly# th# proeedur# involved in gluing th# prolas 
out® th# apeelmen mould have rained th# values obtained 
da# to th# glut eoakage* Those remark# also apply to 
ehresdtua where th# so&l# flaked off ©a all tie grad## 
of smrfso# ©sod*
Steams# th# grades of emery used apparently mad# 
little differ#### to th# adhesion it was deeided that 
in th# next strie# of experiments a different range of 
emery grade# would ho ©sod and it was found that the 
m w  grades whleh wore all finer than grade F mead in th# 
present series did not make s eoneiderahl# 4iff#r«oe 
t# th# adhesion*
So far m  th# shear adheres## valnes ©Maimed go 
%h# earn# general pi#tar# is $ h s m  as for th# tensile 
adheres## and the mint# obtained are of th# m m %  order# 
Greater scatter Is shown dm# to th# Iset that fewer shear 
tests were don# than tensile tests tho points ©a th# 
graph are mot the average of several results*. Fewer 
teat# were oarrled out dm#.to tho fact that using th# 
shear type prohe# only one eeuld h# glued to the epeeimen 
at a time wh«v#a# with the tensile tests up to eixprohea 
eould he glued to the #p#oi»«a at a time*
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INDIRECT METHOD 'OF ADHERENCE TESTING.
Th© specimens used in these tests were similar 
to those used in th® previous tests, hut the surfaces 
wer© prepared with emery papers of grades GGG*.00 
0 and M in addition to a polished surfaces only. However 
with th© glass specimens breakage was frequent and 
only two results were obtained. The finer grades 
of emery produced adherence figures which were not 
measurable by direct means due to the factors mentioned 
in the discussion on th© direct method. For this 
reason another method of measuring adhesion indirectly 
was ©volvecfr’ This indirect method here described was 
inspired by Heaven!s method of measuring the 
adherence of ductile evaporated films on transparent 
substrates^ . As scale is brittle and th® heating 
surfaces were opaque, Heaven's method had to be 
considerably modified and in the modified form the
(j$ )
theory developed by Benjamin & Weaver' ' for the 
original no longer applies. In essence th© present 
instrument consists of a tungsten carbide tipwhich is 
loaded incrementally until a horizontal fore© applied 
to th© tip causes the seal© just to b© removed, 
w1 ?b the carbide tip is moved horizontally, Th© 
instrument which was designed and built at Battersea 
Colleg© of Technology can b© understood by
1 0
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rafarrl&g.to figs#-24-^c *. Tfea.aoal* to 1# tasted
was formed on t&e t§f#eisa$is striae# in the manner 
previously doaerifead# The ^ p m i u m  m m  on
tk# e&apad m p p m is ob tie &***! platform# 4 ela&p. ; 
wa& araila&le wlgldly to oaour*. the spaelften to ike 
Jbasol platfe?&* Tfce tmagatoa earMd* tip m m  counted 
£» • uaiTereally swivelling holder so that'the angle of 
Hit loading fao# ojt.-tlio tip to itS'dlreetien of 
motion oottXd 2»o oof to that desired* ': Th# holder &lm 
ensiled the loading edge of the tip to he not parallol 
to the *0*1* sarfaee* The tip «oirs* in a horl*oat*l 
are of * eirele parallel to the seal# surfae* and is 
moaatfi on fro# on! of a rehasi girder am* The ■ 
vertical hearing of the girder * »  eensiets of two ■ 
hall«»hea?ings mounted in a huh* The shaft of this 
Mooring is halted to two hori&ont&l angle girders* 
which air# thomsoliro* halted ; to the.two upright m l t m m  
of the’instrument*. The t x m  m i  of the girder m m  la 
ee&sirueted from a solid iX^ek.of .steal with a . ■ 
kori*oikt*l hoi# in which the wort 1**1 support for.the 
earhide tip ean slid#* two m m ws elamp the support 
to that the.tip o** swing at'any.?re«set radius froa* :
6 <* 12 lashes*'. The'tip holder can slid# vertically 
i n  fit vertical support and has fiftod to its uppermost 
and a aaala pan If moan* of which vertisal loading 
tan it appliad to the tip* fit weight of the tip
7 3
holder i# fcya ©oil firing ami
elating eofiar* TMa mllm imm.% to a position ' 
wMm- tho tip mill Ju»t tomh %ho Bml® without 
ago/ting mf tom® m  it* pall or foroo ":
oao M  applied to tko ear&ido tip frost a stirrup 
attaehod to tii# holder* A eord fro® the stirrup 
goo a via a polio/ to a farther stale poo on whioh 
the weighto neoeaaary'to provide th© horlaontal 
lor## or# plated# . :
/roeedaxo
The iootrioioot wm nmd In lb® following manner* 
The opooiooo w&a ooootod on the ioatrmoot platform 
m  that the e&rMdo tip eot&ld out egwarely into the 
ae&le for a diotoooo of travel of approximately i%
X**# angle that ih# loading fat© of the tip mad# with 
the seal# was &dj mated to that repaired* which in the 
eaee of thee* toato too SO0*' Varlomo angles were 
triad aad'tifco mug® of SO0 '** ?S° I m  Iwi found to 
give suhatentlally-the ea&* roaulto m  S0°* Below 
10° the tip lends to slid# ever the' smxfae# end shove 
?S° .lotorferooeo between tko trailing fa## of the 
tip and soil 1# debris oooora* Also the loading odgo of 
tlio tip* that-ia %ko one that touched the apeelaen 
aarfaoo* was adjusted to be parallel to t&o scale 
surf at#* Both thoao latter adjuetae&ts m m  mad# by
a uuuuuuaBttummu»uumaittiimiKmmHtHnmm»nMUM»wM4»Hmf«Mwnr
mowing the'tuUversally swivelling tip  holder* The
vertical position #f the tip  was adjusted by varying 
the position of the counterbalancing spring cellar  
on its  rod u n til the tip  was just touching the m& 1# 
surfsee'hut without disturbing the etui# when it 
was swung to and fro* This lest adjustment was 
carried oat with the vertical load, scale pm  emptj
vf>
so that.any weight put into the pm  a fte r sotting 
the Instrument up was the actual vertieai tom® ■ 
applied to the seale*
A fter the Instrument was•set up as above the 
vertieai load was applied in m a ll inerementa 'ef 
a few ounces at a tine by loading weights in  the 
seale pan* 'After each small increment a her!rental 
pull was applied causing the tip  to move- over the 
seal#* At m definite .vertieai load i t  was found that 
the tip  Instead of moving over the seal# out into 
and' removed-it from the underlying metal surface, 
whoa the horlmental pull was applied* ■ the specimen 
mm then moved so that a txm h  surface of seal# was 
presented to the tip* With the era# vertical load 
on the. tip  weights wort put into the horizontal pull- 
scale pan u n til the tip 'just moved stripping the 
seale fro® the metal surface* The two forces namely' 
the vertical 'lead and the horizontal pull were %hm
"7T
noted togot-ker with Octoil* #1 tea iff* of owfooo
{mite#!* oopy-er# omoeth* rough eta#) cm whieh ifa© 
ooole was odhoriug*
Heehaot n#
A s mentioned t h $  theory of Beat Jenin mud W#&T#r 
Is mat spfliaaMt im teis m m *  Ihege&orai stoehouieot 
of tli#' oetlou of tho % lp  i n  fieholsly similar to 
teat of, a cutting.tool cpeyoting m  a Brittle- material
sate as #aat, i w m  m  marte#* The theory of tit# - 
cutting notion of tooie vheo the.work material 
4 $ $ $ m 9  p l m t i m l l f  M m  M m  imirootigota«t h j  U m & l
*? C^.
.ami steals1 ‘! ami in general m m m  to 1# fatter 
well imd*£*to0d« .teihough the m ^ k m i m  of ploetic 
flow irftrie* grtatey with iffforoat materiala#' If# 
ench ge&erol theory of cutting onioto for brittle 
m&terlolo « &  tm foot toy generol theory la finitely 
ittftfiiM# oo ten. &eok$nlen of Brittle fraeture 
m t l m  % m  widely to 1# otrerti By any am# theory*
W m exonplet iwt materials e m ^ l e  toeing m m h in im g *  
m m i- olooro and other* flow slightly Before frocture* 
Hewerer* it may M  pawlM.# to deriee i$$re2&note 
trootnonto to iit'cpeelol ooooo mi te# following 
onolyuig is offered 'oo a yoacifcie. ea$ignetlc& of the 
nechuleat involved Between tip ond- ike #«ls* Aeettwlmg 
thie onolyoio to 1# gukotft&iioXly correct team the
'U
adlereneo figure oMaimed will le * fu&etien of ■ 
tit ele&r a41#rtti#e of tie film to XI# ealstrata • 
fill adleremte is not neeeesarily tie same a.® tie 
adlere&oe ntmiiX i0 t o  sarfaae (tensile adlereaee}* , 
It la fait tl&t tlit %hmt adlerenee Is am extrawly 
useful value a«.in.praotieal m m ®  of stale f animation 
tit naturally etsmrriiia foresa amll&M# to remove 
tie stale art tloae dm# te tle.aetien.ef differential 
eeeffieent of expansion and water eireulotion along 
tle..a&rfaee loti.of wliel are parallel te tit eurfaee* 
Two types of. meeienlem were ’seen to tak plaee and- • 
wliel meela&iem oeeara la m j  partieslar east- la 
leiieved to depend upon wleile? tie adlereaee of 
tie fil®. to tie aalatrote is' greater tlaii or l#ss 
% h m  tie meel&aieal atreagtl of tie film itself#
Tie first typo of meelaniam m m m  trier# tie 
adlerenee of tie film to .tie e&letrate is greater
tl&a tie orasliiig atrengtl of tie', film# In tils 
easet.-s» tie teat proeeeda tit tip tend a to ride m m  
tle.layer of.aeale film next.to tie a&latyate and- 
trmsl tie apptr layers of' tie ^ film to a powder until 
e&eugl vertieai lead is applied to keep tie tip 
in-eeateet witl tie ealatrate# H o n  alia lappeaa 
tie complete film will le removed and tie lerirental, 
ferae will'le a'measure of tie erasling atremgtl of
n n
a eoltmn of seal® and & l m  %i lit# odkoronoe of 
ik# i m ^ m m % X&yor of Ik# oool* fils to'tho 
onfeotr&io*' la addition ik«# will & l m  h% n 
friotlon torn to allow for % M  itlotion k t i w a  
Ik# tip and tkt mifestr&to* Inferring to fig* $o« 
f *» imrtieal load log*}. .
I ** Horisontal pall {oiM*
II ** rogation of l® on % if {«»} «
A ** td&oromoo of seal# to onfeotrftto {#§& i•# i *
f ** friction fere# arising It intern tip and safestrot® (os) * 
?r  vertical reaction of t l T ^ w t e t m *  {•*.).
ffeo oooond ateMaimr ooonro wfeon. tfeo n&koronoo 
i# ioog tti» Ike- cracking strength of Hit film*
In this east tbo film tondo to It dotMhod t r m  
ih# oafeotmto in oomploto.plooogi or shipo withoat 
■feting oruohod to & powdor* ffe#r# tho odheronoo ■ 
la ## low to to fe# almost non-existent whole m m m  
of oonlo slid# off Hit safestrata without nay feroakago 
of tho film* This ooonrrod on apooi&lly prepared . 
nafeatratoa whoro tkf a&horonee■wa* oxiromoly low tot 
to tfet 'Mik poliaJ* and other footers* In meat oast# , 
I w w  II# adhoronoo was aoffioioat to retain tfco 
film in position osoopt for tho area in tho path 
of tfeo tip. whoro a aarloa of plato<*liko skip a war*. 
romoYod# In this east tfe© jj^ yioontol pall is folt
7 $
to be a measure of the adherence plus a shear force term 
necessary to detach each chip from the surrounding film* 
Also a friction term will he necessary to allow for the 
contact of the tip with the substrate. See figure 27.
V ~ vertical load (oz.)
H - horizontal pull (oz.)
- reaction of chip on tip (oz.)
F ~ friction arising between tip and substrate (oz.)
- vertical reaction of t i m e L substrate (oz.)
- shear adherence of scale to substrata Xoz.)
In both the above cases it can be seen that the
horizontal pull does not measure the adherence only»
As in practice scale chips and powder are formed, both 
the above extreme cases are taken into account in the 
following equations-
H "* F Hr A 9 + C H* Se. o.o.o.
where H - horizontal pull applied to carbide tip (oz.)
F «* frictional force arising between tip and 
substrate (oz).
A *«* the force due to the shear adherence which is
equal to the shear adherence of the scale (lb/in.) 
multiplied by the width of the tip (in.).
G - N.cos.# - the crushing force to break up the column 
of scale in the way of the tip. This 
force is equal to the crushing strength

go
2of the scale (lb./in ) multiplied by the product 
of the width of the tip (in*) times th© thickness 
of the scale (in.).
S - N^.cos.O • th© shear force to detach a chip from 
its surroundings this force is egual to th© shear 
strength of the scale (lh/in ) multiplied hy the 
product of the thickness of the scale times twice 
the length of th© chip.
Of these terms, F the friction force, G and S 
the crushing and shear strength factors of the scale, 
have heen neglected in the graphs of th© results figures 
28 to 35 for th© following reasons*-
The friction force term F is small du© to the method 
of taking readings. In th© method used th© vertical load 
V is increased in small increments until th© seal© is 
just removed when th© earhide tip is moved horizontally. 
Under these conditions little vertical force exists between 
the substrate and tip> and is therefore
ignored in th© results.
The forces G and S have been neglected as in all 
cases th© scale was very thin and th© forces needed 
to crush th© scale and shear th© chips from the 
surrounding layer, were therefore small. In any 
case it would be expected that, as th© type of scale
01
«
and thickness was sensibly constant throughout 
the tests, these forces would remain constant and 
the shape of the curres obtained would have been the 
same in both cases*
B E S U L  T S.
The experimental results are aslaid out in the 
following tables. These results are also shown as 
graphs in figs. 28 to 85.
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R E S U L T S
Metal of 
Heating Surface
Temperature 
of Heating 
Surface
Surface 
Finish 
(emery grade)
Adherence 1 
Ih.wt./inclw 1
NICKEL: 287°F M 0
H ♦1 0 0
I n 00 0
n n 000 0
it h Polished 0
NICKEL 267°F M : 40
» B 0 26
I! I 00 13
w I 000 5
I B Polished 0
NICKEL
w
n
I
I
230°F
I
»
I
I
M
0
00
000
* Polished
12
a
2
3
1
ahturicj \
k >. 4» *%. *1 A -P iUU U Mi JL U Jl
Heating Surface
Temperature 
of Heating 
Surface
Surface 
Finis h  
micro inches 
G . L «A.
.........  ..... if;,.. ---
Adherence
lh.wt./inch*
CHBOMIliM 287°F 1 1 2
it 267°F » ■ 7
230 F H 0
GLASS 287*?F 1 0.05
it 267 F H 0.17
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D I S C US S I ON.
The effects on adhesion of changes in surface
finish and surface heating temperature are clearly 
seen in the graphs figures 28 to 35.
The results for copper show a uniform rise
in adherence for all the temperatures used. The 
adherence rose from 23 lh/inch on the polished hand 
to 55 lh/inch on the M grade emery hand at the highest 
surface temperature. At the lower surface temperatures 
there is a significant fall in adhesion for any given 
roughness. It is considered that the values obtained 
for the polished hand in the case of the 267°F heating 
surface and for the polished and 000 emery hands 
at the lowest surface temperature are possibly in­
correct and should have been higher. This is because 
trouble was found in obtaining these values as the 
scale flaked off these bands to a large extent. This 
flaking probably occurred due to contraction of the 
specimen surface relative to the scale as the specimen 
cooled together with a contraction as the steam pressure 
in the cylinder was let down. Were the adherence was 
already low these factors always seemed sufficient to 
cause the scale to flake off. The suggested true 
values for these adherence figures can be read from
$>3
the curves in figur© 28 by extrapolating tack the 
flat portions of the curves (shown dotted) thus making 
the shape of the curves similar to that for the 
higher helting surface temperature* The rise of adhesion 
with surface temperature is quite marked and it is 
suggested that this rise occurs due to the fact that 
at the higher surface temperatures the temperature of 
the film of water next to the heating surface is higher 
and more precipitation of scale crystals will occur 
next to anddia contact with the surface. Under these 
conditions more of the mechanical interlocking points 
in the surface will he occupied ky scale and adhesion 
will rise, Th© rise in adherence with increasing 
roughness is almost certainly due to the Increase in 
the number of mechanical interlocks available for the 
scale to grip on the rougher surfaces, Th© evidence 
for th© existence of these keying points is quite 
extensive and is discussed at length in the section 
entitled "The Mechanism of Adherent Action", page 9 6 ,
Figure 29 shows the adherence values plotted against 
the C.L,A, (centre line average) values of the various 
emery grades. The same general form of curve is obtained* 
The curves obtained for nickel are shown in figures 
30 and 31. A tendency for tho curves to be similar
9 4 -
to those of eopper is clearly seen except that at
o
287 F* where aero adherence values were consistently 
obtained over all grades of emery* Apart from this 
values are somewhat lower at all points and it is 
felt this is due to the fact that less corrosion 
occurred oa the nickel surface than on the copper* 
Corrosive activity leads to pitting of the surface and 
thus provides more keying points.
The consistent zero values obtained at the 
highest heating surface temperature are somewhat 
puzzling* It seems possible that the surface may have 
been contaminated although every precaution was taken 
against this* In addition the higher temperature may 
have caused greater contraction during cooling leading 
to rupture of the bonds between scale and substrate.
The results for steel are <juite different to those 
of nickel and copper as can be seen by referring to 
the graphs 32 and 33* Here the adhesion stayed sensibly 
constant over all grades of emery tried but was slightly 
less on th© polished section* There seems little doubt 
that the increase of adherence on th© finer grades of 
emery was due to the fact that the steel specimen 
became suit© rusty during the eight hours test run 
in boiling water* The rust without doubt was providing 
extra keying points for the scale to lock into.
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This was clearly seen when the scale chip was removed 
from the specimen when it was found that rust had 
penetrated into the scale giving the underside of the 
scale a speckled appearance of brown rust spots on the 
off-white background of the scale itself* The 
appearance of the underside of the scale and of the 
steel specimen showed uniform rusting over the whole 
part that had been prepared with emery and it is of 
interest to note that adherence values rose to a 
nearly uniform level over the whole of this part of 
the specimen whereas it might be expected that the 
whole range of adherence values would be increased 
uniformly over the various grades of emery prepared 
surface.This would give a graph of adherence against 
surface finish with a slop® similar to the copper and 
nickel butwith all the ordinates uniformly elevated* 
Thst this did not occur shows that on the finer grades 
of emery the rusting was adding to the number of keying 
points* On the roughened grade (M) however, th® 
rusting was destroying the existing keying points that 
resulted from the action of preparing the surface and 
replacing them with new keying points provided by 
local pitting on the same magnitude as the existing 
ones were being destroyed* -^he net result was to
provi&a a uniform. m m  th# vkala ataal
rnmim® m . i m  aa aikaxaaaa m  m m m n ® € *  ■ Tka 
paliakad kand iii m i  mm#! M |  aaluaa of 
a&karasta# m a  aaitkar M i  It .r&atadta .tka' aaaa. 
ixUtti m  tti arnry fxtpaxad -kta&a. fMi wti 
f jpokakly im# it a maakaait&x ?xotaatiaa glraa it. 
tit aarfaaa kf a ttloraaaapi* filn.af lulling aajRpatuid
, $ * * &  f «  p t l i t M t i g * .: :
.fmrfat##*
fI©' aikaxante valuta ©M&lnei kava m m  
vary law ia&aai t m A i m g  & mxlmiisn ■ a! §| II walght/iaak* 
IMi mlm %%m. »  low iltai %lm Mala tamll It a&sily 
mmo'NMi If aeratoMmg will a liitgtr mail* fit aaala 
M i  la fat I Haiti til it a larga extant* ’^ke valuta 
oktalaad wart uniform over tit# wit la aurfMe of 
II#. apaelmaa exaepting where it M i  flakti aa it 
w&e ftmmi topoaaikie It gat a aarlaaa texture oo&p&rxhie 
It thoae aa niekel aopper ami ateel* T M $  waa in# 
to II# extreme h&rteeaa ©f the tltremi^  plate ,ifaetag 
f am W s  aaala ©I Mrdneaa vhi ah w #  ©oi^&r&kie to 
the karinees #1 the emery grain* ihemaelvee* fit 
mumher #1 keying ftints pro&aeed. hy II# nation ©I . 
miking tka ©nrfaee with Mi# emery paper was therelere 
vary wail ami ktiiaa tka adherent© from ilia taut# 
aiao small* In addition* little oerreaiv© nation 
taka a plaaa wkaa ehromiim it Immereed in kail lag water*
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there is no adhesion arising from the presence of 
corrosion pits.
Glass Surface.
The adhesion of scale on glass surface was 
very small indeed for such scale films as could he 
deposited. Had the same thickness of film heen obtainable 
results might have heen higher^hut due to the low 
thermal conductivity of the glass even twice the 
normal time of run (8 hours) was insufficient to 
produce more than 0.04 x 10 inch of seale compared 
to the normal thickness of up to 5 x 10 inch produced 
on metal surfaces in 8 hours run. The amount produced 
appeared only as a transparent hloom over the glass 
surface.^ In view of the difficulty in producing a 
reasonable layer of scale in the time available little 
was done to produce different surface textures. At the 
higher test. temperature the greater steam pressure 
caused the specimens to blow up. In view of this 
trouble, vitreous enamel on a steel cylinder was used 
as a surface. Yitreous enamel is a type of glass and 
it was thought this might he of interest. However, 
when the surface was to he prepared it was found that 
the glazed outer layer was very thin and the material 
under th© glass was quite friable and th© emery did 
not produce at all the texture required. Glass and
J8
vitreous enamel therefore were not really successful 
experimental subjects in this series of tests*
These tests indicate that the adherence of this 
particular type of calcareous scale (almost pure c&lcite) 
is very dependent on the texture of the heating surface, 
being greater with increase in roughness* The maximum 
"V fiiJL U-‘v: of adherence for all types of surface material
were of the order of 70~80 lbs* wt^in* which is 
surprising considering the vastly different nature 
of say steel and nickel surface* This maximum values 
is prohahly regulated by the strength of the scale 
itself*
THE MECHANISM OF ADHERENT ACTION.
The atoms of a solid can be held together by four 
types of bond*
1* Ionic, in which the atoms, having unlike charges 
are held together by electrostatic forces.
2* Molecular, in which molecules are held together by 
Van der Y/aals forces*
3* Homopolar in which neutral atoms share electrons*
4* Metallic in which metal i$ons are surrounded by a 
cloud of freely moving electron*
No matter what kind of force holds the material
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together 'titer* is a field of fores around each ion* 
atom or molecule* At'the surface of the solid those 
force* fields reach out into space. If these force® 
attraet atoms of the same material they are called 
cohesive forces* If-they attraet atoms of a different 
material they are called"adhesive fore#®'and if they 
attfiat atoms;df a gas they are- called adsorptive 
forces*
In this discussion only adhesive force© are 
considered* In - addition’to adhesive Muds arising 
fro® the four types of. M a d  .stated -shove* they can 
also arise from mechanical interlocking of the particles 
Ming deposited* into the surface of. the' solid where 
the torture of this surface is'suitable as also must 
ho.the method of nueleatien and growth of the particles 
Ming deposited*
Thus in the case of scale there would seem.to he 
only four hypothetical ways in which it can adhere to 
the M a t  exchange .surface* These are as.fellows*•
(a) Mechanical interlocking in which th# scale is
deposited- in intimate' contact with the surface 
’deformities of the M a t  exchange surface* The 
■ scale thus fills up the microscopic grooves and 
craters and surrounds the projections of th© 
surface* If any of the grooves or craters are 
■ overhung or if any of the projections have rough 
sides into.which the scale can grow then keying 
points arise which it is impossible to
160
remove th# $tii® without breaking it or the heating 
surfsee* ' fliri IMi eeeur# the tohtaiv# h mdB m m  
m l led neolisBloei l&terleekiitg ferees* '
(h) M h m t m  lu which the eryatallegrsphle str&etare of 
■■■th# mat ail la heating suriaee is of th# si&t a M  type
to mateh one of th# erystallegraphis flmmm in % M  
. .'*#*1* oryftt*l« ftepesitien thus toko# pi### its eueh 
a way that th# adhesive fore## #r# to# to th# atemie 
•-. .■ force#' rsaehiag out l »  ils heating surfaee* This
■ is known as epitaxial growth and-la m t j  common in 
eleetredepesitieu*
(s) Corrosive .eetieii of th# heating surfs### eauaed hf
m h m i m l m  and gases! in th# water and aided hf th#
■ -' heat preaeat nay preduoe•oorrosioa orator# and-pita
.. in th# eurfa##* These aay.h# suitable keying points 
for meehaaleal iaterleeklag to eeeur#
{i) Corrosive'autism in whieh the aurfae# oorrodes and
a layer of eorreslea produot may form whieh is aultahl# 
for epitaxial growth of-th# stole layer*
There tan It little douht'that th# adhesive houds 
la thes# experiment# arose from easts (a) ami {©) alovt#
For aiekel a&d eopper where little oorroeioa was going 
on primary Interlotoiag. of the stole to. the heating 
surfs®# was eeeurriag* For'Steel'a seeeadary iaterloekiag 
of the m i M  late"the rusty aurfae# was alas eeeurriag*
Th# reasons leading to this belief m m  as follows**
(i) Optical exaaljiatlea of the'heating surlaee 
under polarised light after-the seal# had'heen removed
I O I
always revealed a small amount of scale embedded in 
the surface* This scalelpften in the form of lines 
parallel to the emery scratches. Examples of this 
effect are shown in figures 36 and 37. Th© scale had 
become so well keyed to th© surface that it had 
resisted all the forces involved in measuring the 
adherence and had broken out of the bulk of the scale 
rather than become detached from the heating surface.
This material was found to be embedded in the scratches 
caused by th© emery* The photograph of th© glass surface 
in figure 37 shows what occurs when no scratches are 
present and the surface is smooth. It can be clearly 
seen that the lines of crystals are in the same direction 
as the movement of the carbide tip; there was no 
tendency for lines of crystals to form at right angles 
to the line of motion of the tip. To account for th© 
keying action, consider one of the scratches and its 
method of formation. Initially the scratch will be 
formed by just on© grain of emery being drawn across 
th© surface and the sectional shape of the scratch could 
well be a groove with little in the way of keying points. 
However, the original grain of emery is just one of many 
thousands in the sheet of emery paper and after it has 
passed many other grains will pass along or near the 
scratch, some of them will form other scratches near 
to the first one, possible sharp ridges being formed
i oe.
Copper Steel
r-
Niclcel Steel
Photographs of Seale in Surface Scratches
Direction of Carbide tip >■
Magnification $= 200
F i g u r e
1 0 3
Steel Copper
Arrow indicates direction of carMde tip
Copper Glass
Magnification 4= X 200
Photographs of Scale in Surface Scratches.
F i g u r e  3 7
hotwooo ooxmtolioo# -fttiwr grains of m m j  will toad 
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tho sarfao# wo# too thiol for tho olooiron bmm and a 
slightly floniklo piashie roplioa of'hho surfas* wan 
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that on stripping Iron tfco. hooting surfaeo %ho roplioa 
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Convex (grade M)Conner (grade 0)
Magnification X 4tQ00»
Nickel (grade 000). C o w e r  (grade 00).
Electron micronhotographs of specimen surfaces*
figure 38#
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Steel (grade 00).
Electron microphotographs of specimen surfaces
Bteel Tirade QQQ).
Nickel (grade M) . Nickel (-polished)
Magnification X 4,000.
F i g u r e  3 9 .
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Steel (grade 0)
' ; O -
Copper (grade OOP)
Magnification X 4,000.
Electron microphotographs of specimen surfaces.
F i g u r e  4 0 .
without'-breaking* ' The "Bexfilra* was then placed in a : j|
vaO&um chamber and a carbon film was evaporated onto it* If
The "Bexfilm* was then dissolved away leaving, the thin - |
carbon replica of the original heating surface* The carbon 4'
4
replicas were mounted and examined using the Ak&ehi Model |
' I-
TIi-5011 electron microscope* The magnification* approximately f
• 'I;
4*jp0O*. was sufficient to show all types of. keying point j
referred to above* |
4
■ Samples of the mlorophotographs ■ are shown in figures ;:j
&8,39.and 40* •.these keying point® were in themselves 
sufficient to cause adhesion in the case® of copper and nickel* 4; 
For ateel* however* rusting occurred in the heating surface*
The process of rusting caused the surface to become irregular 
and covered with m rrosicm'pits that formed keying points 
in addition to those arising from the process .of emerying* j
That'the^.,scale'adhered t® the rust was .evident because when j
the'seal© wa® detached from the steel heating surface 
•particles of rust were found embedded in if*
Examination of replicas of the underside of the scale 
using the electron.microscope* approximately 10*000 magnifi- . 
cation* revealed crystals of a else comparable to the six# 
of the scratch mark® - see figure 41 - so there appears to he 
little doubt that the scale was able to U m C i n  and around the 
keying points so that no bridging occurred* Whilst the grains 
are difficult to measure* an estimated sl&e is of the order of
3fi»Kri
Nickel (grade 00)
F i g u r e  4 1
Copper (grade M). Copper (polished).
Magnification X?O,0QQ.
Nickel (grade 0).
Electron microphotographs of undersides of scal£^chj^s.
and tliis is small enough to account for the somewhat 
bread background rings in the 0#by©~8oh©rrer diffraction
pq^i 13l«t133
patterns■r.slown in figures 63 and 644 . It would appear from, 
the above that all the conditions necessary for mechanical 
interlocking war© present and whilst there is a strong 
support for this theory from the above ©videae© it was 
realised that adhesion dm© to atomic forces as in (h) above 
could account for the results under certain eireumetaxiees# 
How it ©an he m m  fnite readily that if atomic seal© forces 
as occur in epitaxy were responsible for the adhesion then 
the adherence per unit area would he the m m m  for any, given 
metal, Keaenmder these eonditlana of adhesion then the 
adherence per unit area would ha directly proportional t o . 
the - increase la surface area of. the-specimen caused 
by roughening its surface(emery* to cheek the 
Increase in surface area so®© experimental work was done. 
Profiles of the various surfaces were obtained using a 
*T&lysurf* texture estimating instrument* the main 
function of this .instrument is to measure the Cll*A« value 
of the surface* The C.L.A. value is defined by British 
Standard 1134:1961 as the ^Numerical assessment of the 
average height of the irregularities constituting surface 
texture*1 and this value does not giv© an estiaate of the 
increase in surface area. However* the machine gives in 
addition to this value a graphical record of the surface 
profile fro® which the "increase in area can be worked
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out* These graphical profiles were obtained for the 
copper, nickel and steel surfaces dealt with and are 
shown in figures 42, 43 and 44* It must he pointed out 
that these profiles are not to scale since the vertical 
magnification varies from 20,000 in the case of the 
polished surface to 2,000 for"the grade M emery paper 
whilst the horizontal magnification was always 100*
A true profile was drawn for the roughest surface of 
all, namely copper finished with M grade emery using 
the "Talysurf" graph as a basis and this is shown in 
figure 45, From figure 45 it can at once he seen that 
the increase in surface area compared to the polished 
surface is only of the order of a few per cent (5%).
All the other textures used were smoother than this one 
therefore^the increase in area over the poldish©d specimens 
was eventless than the one measured. Were the adherence 
due to the atomic forces rather than the mechanical 
interlocking forces then the adherence should have stayed 
constant within a few per cent over every grad© of emery 
surface tried. In fact the adherence was rising by a 
factor of some 3-4 times for nickel and copper, even 
ignoring the polished surface values, which may he 
erroneous for reasons previously explained* Even for 
steel the rise in adherence was much greater than the 
rise in surface area. It might be argued that the
"Talysurfw which, has a stylus radius 0*0001 inch 
was not recording increases in roughness due to 
submicroseopie changes in the "surface texture, these 
changes leading to increases in surface area comparable 
to the increases in adherence#
There is no reason to believe this argument because 
with the emery prepared surfaces the actual grains 
of emery would lead to the same suhmicroscopic texture 
no matter what their size add it was the size that 
determined the microscopic texture seen in the "Talysurfw 
profile. In passing, it is worth mentioning that the 
nature of the "Talysurf" instrument prevents the surface 
profile record showing the overhangs so necessary for 
mechanical interlocking# This is because the stylus 
of the instrument can only move in a direction dictated 
by the mechanics of the instrument - one direction of the 
stylus head parallel to the surface together with per­
pendicular movement relative to the stylus head. Thus 
any overhangs will be shown as vertical lines on the profile 
There are plenty of these vertical traces on the profiles 
taken#
A further reason against the epitaxial theory arises 
from the work described in a Part III where conditions 
were far more favourable to this form of growth than 
in the present section# Scale was deposited by thermal 
action into prepared flakes of calcite* Even under
mthe a* conditions growth with & preferred orientation
~  %
occurred omly for & distune® of about 2 x l O “ in from 
the surface of the e&lelte crystal# This iioing so* it 
i s unlikely that epitaxy would occur on metal surfaces 
of such a different nature to the calotte .structure 
of th© seal®*' ''
lie
- G 1 Y S I  A L S I Z E  T E S T  S.
In industrial practice scale is deposited with 
various characteristics according to the conditions 
of formation (i.e. temperature and circulation etc).
One of these characteristics is the size of the crystals 
making up th© aggregate of which scale is composed.
It was felt that the crystal size might have an important 
influence on the physical properties of the scale, in 
particular the cohesion of crystals to each other and 
the adhesion of the crystals to surfaces of various 
roughnesses* In view of this it was decided to make 
measurements of crystal siz the scale samples 
obtained in the present experiments* Hence any effect 
th© differing conditions in th© experiments had on 
crystal size would he brought to light and could he 
correlated with the other results.
Several methods are available for the measurement 
of crystal size, i.e. visual comparison against a 
standard breaking and sieving etc*, but it was decided 
to use an X - ray method for the following reasons?-
(a) Th© sample need not be broken up, thus preventing
an alteration in the size after formation.
(b) The ease of th© X - ray method which calls for
only a simple procedure to produce a picture, 
which can be compared directly with a standard.
(c) Th© fact that th© structure °* the crystalline
IIS
material could be identified at the same time as 
crystal size determination from the photographs#
The hasis of this method depends upon the fact that
crystal size affects the degree of spottiness and also
th© siz© of the spots obtained in th© Bebye-Sherrer
diffraction rings on the film when the scale specimen
■
■ \ • ■ ' -V:v-.v
is X-rayed# >
The site of each .spot, called th© imag'^length!2'^^depends j 
upon the divergence of th© primary X-ray he am, the siz© j
' * [I
and shape of the focal spot on th© target of X-ray beam# j
On the other hand the degree of spottiness, that is the ;
number of spots in a ring, depends on the,number of 
grains in the volume of specimen irradiated by the X-ray 
beam amongst other factors. Neither of these two 
methods permits easy absolute measurements hut the latter 
method can easily be used in practice by adopting a 
procedure involving comparison with the results obtained 
from calibration specimens and this was the method used 
here# Calibrated specimens were made up by crushing 
calcite crystal and sieving the resultant powder through 
a series of progressively finer sieves. The sieves 
were in accordance with British Standard 410:1943 table 
2 (fine wire mesh special test sieves)# Samples of 
calcite caught between each pair of mesh sieves were 
made into flake specimens by folding the powder between
12 o
two sheets of cellophane glued around the edges.
These standard specimens were mounted in a "Unicam" 
cylindrical camera and X-ray photos taken using copper 
radiation with a Hi, filter and 2|-° oscillation. 
Powder from each sample was also examined through 
the microscope and photographed so that the size of the 
particles in each sample might he determined absolutely 
rather than depending solely on the sizes of the 
apertures in the sieves# The resultant X-ray photo© 
and micro-photographs are shown in figures 4 6 - 5 2 *
The size of the crystals in the micro-photographs was 
measured by direct comparison with a scale photographed 
under the same conditions (magnification) as the 
samples in order to obviate any error in th© stated 
magnification of the microscope.
TRUE CRYSTAL SIZE OF SIEVED SMILES*
Magnification (true of final photos.)
• x 26*5 for Figures 49,50,51 and 52.
- x 107.5 for Figures 46,47, and 48#
T ‘A. B L E 1.
Mesh No, 
B.S.
Length
on
Photo
Width
on
Photo
True
Length
Microns
True
Width
Microns
Average 
Part. 
Si z% 
Microns
Length
to
Breadth
B&tio,
350 4.1 2.0 38.1 18.6 28.4 2,05
350 300 7.86 3.65 73.2 33.9 53.5 2,16
300 240 9,8 6.6 91.2 61,4 76.3 1.48
240 200 2,57 1.85 97.0 69,8 83,4 1.39
200 150 3,93 2.85 148,0 107,5 127.8 1.88
150 100 5.6 3,78 211.0 142.5 176,8 1.49
100 72 10.8 5.7 408.0 215.0 311.5 1,89
X - ray diffraction pattern from particles Below.
Calcite -particles after 
passing through a No. 350 
mesh sieve. Magnification 
- X 107.5.
G r a i n  S i z e  C a l i b r a t i o n  P i c t u r e s .
F i g u r e  4-fc.
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X - ray diffraction pattern from particles below.
Calcite particles 
retained on 350 mesh 
after passing 300 mesh. 
Magnification - X 107.5
Grain Size Calibration Pictures.
F i g u r e  4-*7.
X - ray diffraction pattern from particles below.
Calcite particles 
retained on 300 mesh 
after passing 240 mesh* 
Magnification = X 107.5.
r
Grain Size Calibration Pictures.
Figure 48.
i a
X - ray diffraction pattern from particles below.
Grain -particles after 
passing 240 mesh and 
retained on 200 mesh. 
Magnification X 26.5.
G r a i n  S i z e  C a l i b r a t i o n  P i c t u r e s .
F i g u r e  4 9
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X - ray diffraction pattern from particles below.
Calcite particles
retained on 200 mesh
after passing 150 mesh.
Magnification = X 26.5.
G r a i n  S i z e  C a l i b r a t i o n  P i c t u r e s .
F i g u r e  5 0 .
after
.5.
X - ray diffraction pattern from -particles below.
Galcite -particles 
retained on 150 mesh 
passing 100 mesh. 
Magnification - X 26
Grain Size Calibration Pictures.
F i g u r e  6 0 ,
i2 e
X - ray diffraction pattern from -particles Lelow
Galcite -particles 
retained on 1QQ mesh 
after passing 72 mesh. 
Magnification = X 26.5.
Grain Size Calibration Pictures.
F i g u r e  6 1 .
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E E B U L T S
Variation of Crystal Size over each Specimen* -
Initial runs with varying surface textures were 
found to have no variation of crystal size over the 
whole surface# This was determined by taking X-ray 
diffraction pictures of samples from each different 
surface texture# This heing the case only one scale 
©ample was X-rayed from eaeh specimen in all subsequent 
runs* A rough check to see if the crystal size altered 
over the specimen surface in subsequent runs was carried 
out visually using the optical microscope* No indication 
of any variation in crystal size was ever seen#
The following table* figure S3, gives the crystal 
size obtained from one typical scale sample taken from 
each specimen cylinder.
Examples of the X-ray diffraction pictures taken 
from some of the seal© specimens are shown in figures 
63 and 64*
I 3e>
T A B L E
K 1 ..
Material of 
Heating 
Surfaces.
Temperature 
of Heating 
Surface.
°F
Grain size microns
Individual Average.
STEEL 230 76.3
tt 267 53.5 68.7
« 287 76.3
NICKEL 267 53.5
n 287 76.3 61.1
* 230 53.5
corrEH 267 53* 5
230 76.3 61.1
« 287 53.5
CIIuw.IUM 230 83.4
« 287 28.0 62, 6
« 267 76.3 V
GLASS 267 76.3
287 53.5 64.9 f
\
Figure 53.
\
DISCUSSION ■
The calibration specimens obtained by the sieving 
show very close agreement as regards .their width with 
the mesh size of the sieves* This can b© seen from 
the following table*
T A B L E  III *
Mesh No* of 
sieve that 
particle passed 
through.
Nominal aperture 
of sieve mesh.
Microns.
Width of crystal 
(average).
Microns,
72 211 214
100 152 142
150 104 107
200 76 70
240 64 61
300 53 34
350 44 ' 19
The figure of 19 obtained as the average width of 
the crystal passing through the finest mesh (350) is 
naturally smaller than the nominal mesh size because 
this sample contained all the sizes of crystals less 
than the mesh width* From the dimensions given for 
the calibration crystals in Table I it will be seen that 
the length to breadth ratio varies from a minimum 1,38 
to 1 to a maximum of 2,05s1* The length to breadth 
ratio of the crystals in the scale as discover©^. and 
discussed in the micro radiography section variedlCVsl
X - ray diffraction pattern of scale
from a steel heating surface.
X - ray diffraction picture of 
scale from a copper heating surface.
i '■& (o3 .
X - ray diffraction -pattern from scale 
formed on a chromium heating surface.
X- ray diffraction -pattern of 
scale from nickel heating surface
134-
to approximately lsl according to the.mat©rial of 
the heating surface* Ideally the shape of the crystals 
in the calibration specimens should have heen identical 
to that of the crystals in the scale* that this was not 
so must introduce an error into the results. The error 
will not h© as great as might h© expected when it is 
realised that the number of spots in the Bebye-Sherrer rings 
of the diffraction pattern is given by 
N •* i (At/v) Pcos. Q (oj-*-©1 ^2-6 ® *
where A «* cross-seotional area of beam* 
t «* effective penetration of beam, 
v * volume of crystal*
P - multiplicity factor* 
d  * divergence of beam.
U. «■ angle over which crystal reflects*
The two sets of conditions for the calibration
pViVo^rapks
and the scale X-ray$J( were indentical so that in this 
case the variable causing the spottiness of the ring 
to alter was the reciprocal of the volume of the crystals* 
Thus the results obtained indicated that the volume of 
crystals in the calibration and scale specimens was compar­
able when the spottiness of the Debye-Sherrer ring was 
comparable. This is assuming that the overall density of the
two specimens was the same* Hence it would be quite possible
to work out the size of any given crystal in the scale if the shape
\ ' 3 £
of the given crystal was known from optical or radio- 
graphic examination* This was not done as it was felt 
errors would he introduced in calculating the volumes 
of the calibration crystals which were not completely 
regular in shape*
Regarding the results obtained for the steel 
specimens the crystal size stayed fairly constant for 
all tests done only varying by one grade in the cali­
bration scale* It would appear then that the temperatures 
used of the heating surface were not sufficiently 
different to alter the crystal size appreciably.
The results obtained for nickel heating surfaces 
covered the same range of crystal sizes as for steel, 
in fact they were the same with the exception of the 
230°F result where the grain size was smaller than 
with the steel.
The results obtained from the copper surfaces 
again covered the same range of grain sizes as for steel 
and nickel.
The chromium surface results showed the greatest
tYtaWtaU
scatter of all the different s u r f a c e T h e r e  is 
certainly a tendency her© for the crystal size to become 
smaller as the heating surface temperature rose.
The results from the glass surfaces show a difference 
of only on© grade of the calibration sample.
/36
It would seem from these results that overall the 
change in heating surface ranging from steel which 
easily corroded, to copper which tarnished slightly, 
to nickel which tarnished rather less than copper, to 
chromium which suffered little, if any, corrosion to 
glass which is sensibly inert, produced little real 
change in crystal size. Also the variation in surface
texture over each surface was found to have little 
effect* The average crystal size for each surface - 
see last column of the Table shown in figure 53 - 
varied little and it is fairly clear that the conditions 
under which all these experiments were done were not
varied enough to produce any great crystal size change. 
That this was so is a clear demonstration of the hug©
variation in heat exchange conditions which must occur 
over industrial apparatus'where, in the writer's
diffraction patterns are found. The reasons for this 
change in crystal size must obviously be due to the factors 
other than the material of the heating surface or the 
texture. These other factors may well arise from 
difference in chemical composition of water, the temper- 
akor® of heating surface and whether ebullition is taking 
place or not, the circulation of water to the heating 
surface and perhaps whore other conditions ar© such
experience, crystal sizes from several millimeters
—5measured directly down to 10 in.m. as estimated from X-ray
as to encourage growth of existing crystals rather 
than formation of new crystals.
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION . & CRYSTAL!,OQRAPHIC STRUCTURE*
Samples of the scale produced on the various 
heating surfaces and under the various Conditions were 
collected and chemically analysed in a commercial 
laboratory*
The samples yielded the analyses as given in 
the table on page *39 •
These results are the analyses as received and the 
probably constitution m s  as follows* this being worked 
out from the molecular weights for the analysis for 
chromium at 267°F.
CaCGg «* 95.9%
G&SG^ • 1.7%
MgSOg 1 .0%
Mg(3?04)2- 1.4%
iCO
Ocsi Trace
The above analysis is typical since very little 
variation occurred when the heating surface was 
altered* in fact the variations were within the 
experimental limits of the analytical procedures used 
except for the iron heating surfaces when approximately 
0.5% of rust was detected.
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The high figure of 95.9% CaCO^ is good evidence that 
the type of scaling involved here is due mainly to thermal 
decomposition of the temporary hardness salts. The 
elevated temperature of the water was causing bicarbonate 
i*on (HCGg) to break down according to the equation:-
L
Ca{HG03l2 - -- CaC03+•IligO +
*The calcium carbonate Ming nearly insoluble is pre­
cipitated as scale. The presence of calcium and magnesium 
sulphates would not normally be expected under these 
conditions as the limit of solubility approximately 
p.p.m. for CaSO^) was never exceeds.4|or even 
approached as there was only 60 p.p.m. total of sulphate 
ion in the"“"original water. The presence of these salts 
in the deposit is undoubtedly due to the type of boiling 
that was taking place, this was of the steam bubble type 
discussed in the first part of this thesis. Under these 
conditions local deposits of several salts must have 
formed at the triple interface of bubble, heat exchange 
surface and water and following collapse of the steam bubble 
there would have been a tendency for the soluble deposits 
to be redbssolved. but presumably the speed of circulation 
was insufficient to redissolve them faster than the rate 
of formation. It is also possible that rediasolution was 
slowed by the mechanical protection of the insoluble 
calcium carbonate deposit which was stopping the water 
circulating freely round the more so^u^ e salts.
/4~)
The analysis of the raw tap water fed into the 
apparatus is shown below and beside it for comparative 
purposes is shown the analysis of the water leaving 
the apparatus after being boiled. N
Constituents Raw tap water 
entering 
apparatus
(f .p .m .).
Water after 
leaving 
apparatus 
(r.p.M*)*
Hardness temporary 172 100
Hardness permanent 107 88
Total alkalinity CaCOa 192 120
Carbonates , ^ 3 115 72
Sulphates, SO^ 60 ; 56
Chlorides, Cl 38 41
Calcium, Ga 101 64
Magnesium* .Mg 6 5
Free carbon dioxide . none none
pHvalue 8,7 8.8
142.
Percentage reduction in temporary hardness - 41*8% 
w " t permanent tt - 17.7%
* ” " carbonates n ** 37.4%
w ” * sulphates V  *■ 6.7%
n * " calcium w » 36.7%
From the percentage reduction tahie it can he 
seen that six times as much carbonate was being 
thrown out of solution as was sulphate. It can be 
seen that only about half the temporary hardness was 
deposited* This was because the reaction
Ca{HC03)2 -------- - CaGG3 + C02 + ll%Q
x b not instantaneous 
and the water passed through the apparatus before 
the reaction reached completion. Independent tests 
don© in which the fall of temporary hardness against 
time of boiling was measured showed that with the 
water used boiling for 20 minutes would be necessary 
completely to eliminate the temporary hardness. 
Approximately 10 gallons of water flowed through per 
hour and the sectional area between the cell and the 
walls of the drum was 0.46 square feet. These figures 
give a time of fflow for each particle of water past 
the 6 inches of the cell of 8.5 minutes. That is to 
say that the water was boiling for a period of 8.5 
minutes and in that time deposited 41.8% of its 
temporary hardness. These figures agr0@ very well with
14*1
the figure of 20 minutes mentioned above*
Other workers have noticed that speed of circulation 
has an effect on quantity of seal© formation^13 ^ •
From the analysis it can he seen that the chloride 
ion content in the water leaving the apparatus was 
greater than that entering. This may have been due 
to slight concentration thereto steam evolution or 
residual amount of chloridg ion from the acid used 
to clean the apparatus* but in any case* the rise is 
small and may even have arisen from slight errors in 
analysis.
The structure of the deposit shown by X-ray 
diffraction patterns was always that of calcite which 
is one of the three forms of calcium carbonate mentioned
d \©Y\
in the A.S.T.M. index of X-ray powder data.
The other ?tw© forms are aragonite and vaterite, both 
of which have been reported as constituents of scale 
though generally together with the calcite form.
The presence of the other salts found in the 
chemical analysis of the deposits was not d&ifected 
using the X-ray diffraction technique. This is 
because 10^ or more of the sample has to consist of 
say, calcium sulphate, for it to be observable in the 
diffraction pattern. Here as indicated the amount of 
salts other than calcium carbonate were much less
\Q-d
than this figure in all amounting to some 4% of 
the total* It is possible to identify amounts of 
this order by concentrating the various parts using 
chemical methods. There is a standard method of 
doing this^2-1^  ♦
The X-ray diffraction pictures from which these 
conclusions were drawn are those shown in figures 
in thn section dealing with grain-size of the deposits.
It is felt that all the above results as regards 
chemical composition and structure indicate that 
the variables introduced, i.e., surface finish and 
material, had little or no effect on the scale produced 
under the conditions or these experiments.
I 4 T
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This station of the work was undertaken to explore 
the internal $truetar* of the seals* Knowledge of 
this will load to conclusions regard!ng the cohesive , 
forces that hold seal#' together. It ha© already been 
shown that the scale is in the form of a randomly 
oriented polyerystalliiio mass by. X~ray'diffraction 
techniques^and further,that the adhesive forces, 
bonding the scale to the heating surface are of a 
mechanical interlocking type*' Hence knowledge of the 
internal factors on which the subsequent growth of 
the scale depends will add to tk© general picture of scale 
formation and particularly to those aspects which deal 
with the growth of scale on scale.
Microradiographic techniques were necessary as the 
internal structure of the scales as prepared in these 
tests was too fine to It soon using normal radiographic 
methods. Scale is porous and it might, he thought 
that microphotography would enable the structure to he 
elucidated* However due'to-the very small depth of 
focus of the light microscope refraction from the crystals 
and diffraction effects from the illuminating source 
little information except from' the scale surface could 
he obtained« Electron microscopy was difficult to apply 
because of the large absorption in the crystals. Thus
14 -6
miero^radlograpliy is i compromise between optical 
microscopy and electron microscopy*'
The principle of microradiography is simple* in
that a ruUograph of a thin specimen in contact with 
an emulsion is t©ken* this radiograph is then examined 
using’an optical microscope. ’ It can hm seen from this 
that where the structure of the specimen 1© fine and 
much .eon&ujutni magnification is necessary* a very line 
grain film lias to be used# For this'particular problem 
a hippmaa emulsion was used* this being the. fines grain 
emulsion obtainable* The particular plates used were 
cut from "Kodak Maximum Be solution" plates*
The choice of radiation depends very m m h  on the 
specimen'as absorption'edge'effects may he important.
CoyisV'tV'u.^Vi o£- W\*.
for lnstance«' white radiation may be used where the/, 
specimen axe markedly different and good resulting 
contrast will he obtained* In other casts* particularly 
metallic alloys* a particular wavelength may give good 
contrast between material© whose atonic numbers and hence 
absorption coefficient© are close* if the wavelength 
is.chosen with due regard to the position of the critical 
absorption edges*. For example* in the case of iron and 
manganese the absorption edge® are 1*74A° and 1*S9A° 
respectively so* Co* K radiation ( A  *» 1*79A°) gives 
good contrast between the two# In this particular case#
IQ7
radiation at Pkf was used and gave excellent results#
Further da tails of mi©roradiographic procedure are 
given in "A Farther Handbook of Industrial lladi©logy*' 1.
Tk© camera used in the present experiments is a 
refined-edition’.of on# shown in *A Farther-Handbook of
| 2_g |
Industrial Ha&iolegy*1' 1 and a'dimensional drawing,, 
figure-5$, and a - diagram,.figure 57,.are given* This 
camera was designed and produeed-in. the Crystallography 
Section of.the Battersea College of Technology* From 
the diagram it may he- seen that the whole - camera'can 
he efemped directly to the window.of a Phillip* 
diffraction X-ray"tube hy means of. four screws through 
securing holes in the front plate# The axial centre­
line of'the camera hody is at ?1° to the front plate so 
the X-rays leaving the tub m a y  travel squarely along 
the centre-line.of the camera* A spring loaded shutter 
operated hy'the.shatter operating kneh is incorporated 
to keep light out of the camera during transport* The 
specimen and photographic plat© are•k©ld against an internal 
mounting plate hy means of a spring loaded clamping plate*
A thin layer of sponge ruhher is placed between the specimen
c^Wv.oy.nV\n« ^ >\<Ae.
jy thus preventing specimen fracture# The hack cover of the 
■earner*; normally held in place with a wire ©lip;can he re­
moved for loading* :
■ The method of us© was as follows* The scale specimen
I 4-8
■ was & chip oht&i&ed from- mm of the up#clmtu 
eyliaders used In the large sell apparatus* Thus 
scale from verleas types el surface was used# The 
seals was thin enough (approximately i s to
Ilf# s radiograph without m f attempts htlng »4# 
to make it thinner* A photographic fiat# I* sguare 
wii wt tot on# of tk# iCed&k 11*1.# pistes and the 
: tvprn im m aM photographic fist# were placed In the 
earners as shown In  figure SI* These operations w#r# 
.osrriod out In the darkroom using s red safelight to 
prevent l i g h t  affecting the hlppm&ii emulsion* WitA 
.the shutter oiosod the loaded camera was taken to the 
X*ray and screwed'into its position over the X**ray ' 
tubs window# 'The earner* .shutter was opsnsf^ siSd the 
X*ray controls »et*i& CAT at l&nAtube currant# An .
;exposure of 5 minutes in all esses'was giv#n* Other 
tuts voltages m i  saEposuro times war# tried hut those 
mentioned gave .consistsutiy good results m  v?*n- 
always aseS# : Alter exposure to ’-^ rays the pistes 
war# developed and fixed with #&r#«§ins constaat ■ 
agitation* : Tl# final radiographs were examined’directly 
:under the optical stierosoope using trahsmitted light 
where it-was. found that magnifications.of-■ up to % 400 
could b# used 'before grain In the emulsion became at 
all noticeable* Miororadiegrapha were isk#n at various ■ 
magaiflections up to 1 400 using Ilford ffi H i m  in
S id e  ECievorioo
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the Bm k  microscope camera* Exposure was 'determined 
empirically and th© negatives obtained enlarged using 
normal photographic teefcatguee* The overall magnification 
in each ease la given under th© photographs reproduced 
on page —  #S2. ♦ A point to nots with those
photographs is that they are negatives} that is the' 
crystalline matter appears as whits against a dark 
background* this is due to the threefold process 
whereby the radiograph is a negative, the'julerophetO'* 
graphic film is positive and home® the'final print 
will he negative* As the structure i s ■ % aito discernible 
in the negative print it was not'felt necessary to 
introduce another process to obtain positive prints#
RESULTS
" Tests were carried out on seal# samples from the
following test cylinders#. These cylinders being taken
from ordinary test runs*
1# Plain polished steel*
2* . Nickel electroplated steal*
I* Copper eleetro*plated steel*
4* Titrooms enamelled .©tool#
The photographs ar# shown in figure 58*
I S d
Micraadiongraplis of scale from various surfaces.
Nickel - X 500
magnification,
Vitreous enamel - X 500 
magnification.
teel - X 500
magnification
Conner - X 125
magnification.
Figure 58.
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The exfstollt&s t o m  of the individual erystals 
in aeieulax with, m mil® of length tt hxeadth of 
from approximately ? to I i m n  to 3 to I« m  
shserrahls fasets were m m %  the eaterier- surfsees 
of eseli exjratsl Mlmg apparently romg.li with Iw&lmtlmm 
ot m m  lag tower#© the suds of mom#* a snail mu&hex 
woto painted* The exystels *p$eoxed to h® 
orioiit«4ft mo p referred direetlea heiug 0hwrred« They 
wore sxteusiirely i n t n m m m  with eoeh othor although 
thio H i  mot seem. to of foot their shape where erousing 
eseorxed* Exteuslve frailly was sees* mat Im nome 
pluses this appeared to peuetrate almost smtlrely 
through iho thlekueas of tho seals* ■
Tho length of tho loagoot eryst&i wan approximately 
sslorms whilst flit average length was mm®: 14 nitrons, 
Tho thlekuess average 1*1 miereua*
This stxastaxe was similar to that c€ tho Mai# 
from tho fsllahed stool.surfuse* Aeiealax exystala 
.with irregular out#t stiriasss %m%M®§ towards pei&t* 
at either sad were soon* I'li# sms - e&teaslve iatexlasl&i 
M i  marked porosity was al m  seen* % #  si so of tho
/'£4
individual crystal■grain was <f the same order as that 
fro® the.polished stool* that is to say* soma 36 
microns average length* and average thickness of 7*5 
microns* There were slight indications on a good 
proportion of the crystals that there were longitudinal 
fissures or cracks.
Beal® from Copper Plated Surface,
This structure was somewhat different to the 
first two samples in that the shapes of the crystal 
grains was not uniformity acienlar although many 
aoicularcrystals were seen* A great number of;the 
grains were■irregularly shaped having.no discernible 
facets* and very rough faces with feathery outgrowths 
in all directions* Extensive interlacing had occurred 
and again the whole sample, m s  extremely-porous with 
the porosity extending right .through .the samples in 
&&uy places* The crystal else for. the aoicular grains 
was comparable to the previous sample* 36 x 7*6 microns 
whilst the size of the irregular grains was of the order 
qi 30 microns x 45 microns*
Seale from Vitreous Enamelled Surface*
The sample appeared as a more loosely formed mass 
compared to the previous three* The grain sise was 
of the same order as the previous three. There were 
two typve of grain, a triangular version - 24 microns
x 24 microns* and a fine acicular version some 30
ISS
microns by 3 microns* This sample was more porous than 
any other and there, was again extensive interlacing*
C&NBBAt' ■•;-:
Bonding .forces and sotting, action* ■
It can he'seen that in all' oases the structure, 
obtained was that of an interlaced mass of randomly 
oriented crystals* The crystals appear discrete from 
one.another'even'at their crossing points and there -' 
scams little.doubt that the coherent forces arise purely 
f r o m  mechanical interlocking* This bonding would 
appear to be similar to that of gypsum/plaster* although 
the'Mechanism of setting is undoubtedly" different#- 
In the sotting of plaster* water is'added to the'hemi- 
hydrate CaSO^ illgQ which is five times as. soluble 
asvthe' dihydrate* The hemi~hydrate'dissolves and forms 
a supersaturated solution from which the ■ dihydrate^ ■
■|2o)is precipitated as an interlaced mass of crystal s' ^'*
This mechanism of- sotting was first put forward by
Lavoisier in 17$S«. and'the crystalline- Interlocking
theory was first put forward to explain the eementltious
action of Portland cement by L© Chatolier in 1S921 #
and-whilst It is no'longer acceptable for Portland
cement it is still accepted for the setting of gypsum plaster*
fef) i?a
According to Bernal and Jeffrey^' f the sotting of
cement ean he considered as a proeesi inawhicfih calcium 
silicate hy&rat© crystal® grow out of the comoat grains* 
The crystals which become hackled and folded meet 7' 
each other and whore this occurs and’the'lattice 
position of each is similarly oriented - then intergrowth 
occurs* This git#s a'strong structure throughout the 
mass.
(2 0
; Another theory of the setting mechanism states that 
the minute particles dm® to their high surface energy 
coalesce into aggregations of a.few microns diteeter. 
Some’of these aggregations may he similarly oriented 
and cress connection® grow hetween them.
Aa mentioned before the deposits of seal© in the 
present eases were all calcium carbonate with'the ' 
calcito structure. The-mechanism of crystallisation 
and deposition is due to the thermal decomposition of 
calcium bicarbonate in the water causing the sior# 
Insoluble calcium carbonate to precipitate on the hot 
heating surface* As the water la hottest at the ■ 
heating surface, deposition will occur at the heating 
surfact and the crystals of -scale will he in very cloae 
proximity.to' each other. From the photographs alone 
there does .not appear to he any intergrowth and thus 
the most likely type of coherent bond is that mention®^ 
for gypsum plaster based on mechanical interlocking.
To establish this completely however would in the 
author's opinion used vary delleato electron diffraction
techniques,
comparison of mmn/SB with crystal mm mABmrnmrn.
. . The miereradiegraphs obtained in those eaperimenta 
although primarily aimed at showing the structure* ■ 
can also ho used to.determine the crystal alas in the 
* scale* it is of Interest -to compare thaugraia mimu 
obtained here with those obtained from the X-ray 
diffraction photographs* The general conclusion 
reaehed from the diffraction photographs .that the 
grain'else remained constant over the different 
surface® tested is fully confirmed here*, there is 
also fair agreement hetween tho average sines obtained 
in both sets of experiments the tendenoy being.for 
the average results hero to he somewhat less than 
.those in the X-ray diffraction experiments* This 
indicates that the p&riieles seen in the photographs.in 
..this section were complete crystals In themselves and 
not eomposed of two or more individual crystallites.
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P A R T  III.
FURTHER GROWTH OF SCALE.
Introduction
Following th© work done on the initiation of 
scale formation it was decided to study the further 
growth of scale on top of an initial deposit in order 
to determine whether the initial scale layer affected 
the subsequent growth in any way.
For this series of experiments laboratory tap 
water was used as the scale forming solution. This 
particular water used under the conditions described 
below yields a calcium carbonate scale arising from 
the bicarbonate and calcium ions in solution. These 
ions break down on heating to form CG^ gas and a 
sparingly soluble CaCOg precipitate. The structure 
of the calcium carbonate is that of the mineral calcite. 
This type of scaling arising from the temporary hardness 
in the water is very common in industrial apparatus and 
hence it was thought well worth while to investigate 
it. In order to facilitate examination of the newly 
formed deposit the initial layer was prepared where 
necessary so that the further growth took place on 
a plan® surface.
Initially flakes of polycrystallin© calcite scale 
were used as the initial layer.; These were prepared by
grinding flat and washing. Subsequently flakes of 
calcite were used, these being prepared so that 
definite crystal faces (ill) (100) etc. were used as 
th© substrate for further growth. Finally flakes 
of glass were used to study the effect of an amorphous 
substrate on further growth.
The apparatus here was an enlarged and improved 
version of that used in Part I, see figures 59 and 60.
The basic heating surface was the chromium plated 
sole-plate of an electric iron. The initial deposit 
of chips was glued to the sole-plate and water was 
passed over them. A cell to contain th© water was 
built up by means of a 3/16" thick metal cavity wall 
plat© cut to th© exterior shape of th© sol©-plat© and 
about in width. This plat© formed the walls of th© 
cavity. A sheet of shaped plate glass, with rubber 
gaskets on each side, formed the outer surface of the 
cavity. A metal clamping plat© was fitted on top of 
th© glass and screws passed through this and th© cavity 
wall plate to tapped holes in th© sole-plate. Water 
was admitted at the bottom of th© cell and left out 
of the top through small holes drilled through the 
cavity wall plate. Copper pipes wer© brazed to the 
exterior of th© holes for connection to the water supply.
U o
Two water exit holes were provided to prevent steam 
pressure Mild up in the cell interior. Water was 
admitted to th© cell through a copper pip® coming 
from a constant head apparatus which could h© raised 
and lowered to regulate the water supply to the cell, 
th© supply could he further regulated by a needle valve 
fitted in this pipe.
Hot water and steam from th© cell was led out 
through a Liehig condenser, the output from which could 
he directed into a measuring cylinder in order that 
the water flow through the cell could he measured. The 
cell was mounted with the sole-plate in a vertical 
plane and water admitted at th© bottom. The cell was 
heated hy a 750 watt (maximum) electric element as 
originally supplied with the iron. Current for th© 
element was supplied from the laboratory main electric 
supply via an adjustable auto-transformer of th© Variao 
type. Provision was made for connecting meters in 
circuit to measure the energy imput to the sole-plate.
U1
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD#
I preparation*
Seal©',©kips «*. chips of pclysrystallia© calotte sell© 
were prefared from a bulk sample* The finished chips, 
were tea* thick hy tom* sfmar© with plan© facts* The ■ 
chips cut roughly from the hulk sample with a hacksaw 
and finished hy grinding on dry emery.papers of 
successively finer grits, th# last grinding being with 
000 emery paper* : A w  X«r*y diffraction photograph was 
taken to. confirm the calcite structure and th# pely~ 
crystalline state*
(100) chips ~ these specimens were prepared so that the 
water would he in contact with a (100} face of m calcite 
crystal* A® calcite has extremely good cleavage along the 
100 form.the chips war# prepared by cleaving suitable 
crystals of Iceland Spar* The crystals were cleaved by 
resting a rasor blade edge om the bulk crystal parallel 
to a cleavage plane and then tapping the r&sor blade* A 
little practice enabled one to cleave the crystal very ■ 
easily aai.no trouble was experienced in getting as many 
flakes as required of dimensions 1 mm* x Smau square 
approximately*
(111) chips » these specimens were prepared so that,# 
(111) face was in contact with th# water* As no crystal 
allowing a sufficiently good (ill) was available, the 
flakes were ground; in the following manner* A cleavage
rhomb of Iceland Spar was cleaved from a talk crystal, 
its size taing approximately 5mm, x 5mm, x 5mm, The 
rhomb was 83t in a block of plastic mounting media 
(acrylic resin) so that the trigonal axis was at right 
angles to the surface of the resin and a corner of the 
crystal projected out of the surface of the resin. The 
back of the plastic mounting was then filed into a 
tabular form capable of being gripped in th© chuck 
of a universally swivelling head. The swivelling head 
was mounted in a machine which allowed it to move freely 
up and down, rotate vertically and move horizontally 
in th® arc of a circle.
Th© swivelling head was allowed to come to a
position where the crystal point was lesting on a
horizontal piece of plate glass. The crystal point
and its reflection were then observed in a telescope
(cathetometer), Th© position of th© crystal was then
adjusted"by means of the universal head until th©
angle between each of the three edges and its reflection
was equal as observed in the cathetometer which had
a protractor scale in its eyepiece, th© crystal being
rotated to bring each edge and its reflection successively
to a maximum. This procedure oriented th© crystal so
that its trigonal axis was at right-angles to the
horizontal plat© glasssurf&ee and therefor© th® potential 
(111) plan© was parallel to the plat© glass.
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Th© crystal was then ready for grinding which 
was don© hy mounting emery paper on the plate glass and 
moving th© swivelling holder in a horizontal arc or 
a circle hy hand whilst maintaining contact between 
the crystal and the emery paper. Th© grinding was 
carried on using successively finer grades of emery 
paper (M 000) until a facet of the right size had 
appeared on th© crystal. This facet was then polished 
using metal polish impregnated into ”Svelte” cloth on 
the plat© gass surface* Th© crystal in its block of 
mounting medium was then removed from the machine and 
a flake about 2mm* thick was cut off with a fine 
hacksaw parallel to the (111) facet. The flak© was 
then ground on emery papers until it was 1mm. thick.
This finished the preparation of the specimen which 
was then tested to see if a true (111) face had been 
obtained* The testing was don® by examining th© inter­
ference figure obtained using convergent light between 
crossed polaroids on a microscope, the specimen being 
mounted with its polished face in contact with a 
microscope slide.
As in calcite the (111) plane is perpendicular 
to th© principal optic axis a uniaxial interference 
picture should be seen under these conditions, Th© 
specimen was rotated on the microscope stag© and if the
'6(>
uniaxial figure stayed in the same position during 
rotation the specimen was accepted for use*
It was found that with practice calcite flakes 
with a (ill) face could with care he prepared hy this 
method and that the polished faces were comparable so 
far as surface finish was concerned with natural faces.
(2ii) chips - these specimens were prepared so that 
the scale build up on a 12iT) face could he examined.
The (211) form of calcite consists of a set c£ faces 
parallel to the princip&t trigonal axis and making up 
a hexagonal prism* This form is often found well 
developed on natural crystals of "nail head" Spar and 
such a crystal was selected from which to make specimens. 
Specimens were cut from the Spar hy means of a fine 
hacksaw following which the underside of each was filed 
and ground till a final thickness of ixrnn. was reached.
Glass specimens - these were made from a sheet of 
glass, each specimen being cut to Siam, x 5mm« x 1mm. 
approximately.
Euns were done first with plain glass surfaces, 
secondly with the glass surface scribed with a diamond 
point engraving tool and lastly with the surface scratched 
with a 320 grade emery paper.
PESCBIPTIBN OF TEST EUNS
The test runs were done keeping all the operating 
conditions of each test as near identical as possible,’ with 
the exception of the duration of test and the type of 
specimen#
For each run, six specimens were used and these were 
glued to the middle of the sole-plate in a vertical line 
with the spacing shown in figure 61# "Araldite" epoxy 
resin glue was used to glue each specimen to the sole-plate# 
This glue consists of two parts* a resin and a hardner. 
Normally ec[ual parts of resin and hardner are mixed hut it 
was found in this case that these proportions gave a bond 
between specimen and sole-plate that was too hard to break 
without damaging the specimen# Therefor© excess resin was 
used as this gave a weaker, more flexible* bond which could 
be easily broken when it became necessary to remove the 
specimens# The sole-plate was cleaned and polished with metal 
polish to a mirror finish before each run# After the speci­
mens were glued into position the cell was built up with 
the cavity wall piste and front glass* figure 61. The input 
cold water pipe was then joined to the constant head 
apparatus output pipe a compression coupling being 
used and the output pipe was connected to the Liebig 
condenser. The cell was filled with water and the
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electric current switched on* The water cam® to the 
ho11 after a minute or so and the flow was regulated 
hy means of the needle valve so that the hoiling line 
was just helow the uppermost specimen. Hence th© 
topctwo specimens were in th© hottest part of the cell 
and were immersed in a mixture of hoiling water and 
steam. The other four specimens were at various temp­
eratures the lowest heing the coldest and in most runs 
this particular specimen was so cold as to have no 
further growth. Thus each run gave results for a 
range of different temperatures and it was found that 
th© type of growth did depend on th© temperatures of the 
specimen. After hoiling had commenced the flow from th© 
output of the Liohig condenser was checked hy means 
of a graduated measuring cylinder. Th© function of th© 
Liehig condenser was to condens© and cool th© steam 
and water issuing from th© cell -#&mm so that it could 
h@ measured. When th© period of time specified for the 
run had ©lapsed th© electric current was switched off, 
th© water connections were uncoupled and the cell 
drained, Th® specimens were removed from the sole-plate 
hy slicing through th© adhesive layer with a razor 
hlade and were then ready for study of their further 
growth•
Th© specimens were examined under an optical
microscope and photo-micrographs were taken under 
standard conditions of magnification, A fine grain 
film -was used for th© negatives. Examples of th© 
photos obtained are shown in figures 69 to S/
The photographs ail have & magnification of X 400,
As the optical microscope had a depth of focus much 
less than the height of most|the overgrowths obtained 
it was impossible to se© clearly the whole extent of 
th© overgrowth. Because of this* attempts were made 
to examine them under the electron microscope which 
has a much greater depth of focus. As the growths 
were opaque to the electron beam, attempts were mad© 
to replicate these growths. These attempts ended in 
failure due to the overhung nature of th© growths which 
prevented proper stripping of the replicating film.
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DISCUSSION
(lQQ) flakes#
The type of growth on th© (lOO) face of calcite 
flakes was found to depend mainly on the position of 
the flake on th© heating surface and also upon the 
length of time th© flake was boiled.
Dealing first with the flakes in No* 1 position 
(see figure 69)* This was the hottest position and 
the flakes were immersed in a mixture of hoiling water 
and steam. When hoiled for a period of two minutes 
a fin© precipitate of crystals was fairly evenly 
deposited*^Th©se crystals had no obvious shape as can 
he seen from the photograph. They were about 2.5 
microns in length. Boiling for a longer time up to 
5 minutes gave the same type of deposit, hut the 
crystals were larger, about 4 microns in length.
Boiling 10, and 15 minutes produced three types
of deposit*
1. An even deposit of oriented triangular 
crystals with a pair of Vee shaped rootlets 
extending from the apex.
2. A crusty deposit completely covering the 
surface in places.
3. An occasional overgrowth of a cluster of 
crystals randomly oriented apparently lying 
on top of the other deposits.
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1. With regard to th© triangular form with rootlets 
extending fan-wise from an apex an idealised form of 
this is shown in the drawing figure 70* placed as 
observed in correct orientation Withe two cleavage 
edges of the basal crystal. See also figure 71* The 
line drawn bisecting the angle mad© by the rootlets 
also bisects the angle between th© two cleavage edges 
of the base crystal. As th© (110) plane is the most 
common of th© four observed twin planes of calcite 
it might b® argued that the rootlets form a twin about 
th© (110) plan® and taken in conjunction with th© base 
crystal form a type of triplet. wer@ this so, one 
would expect th© angle between th© rootlets to be of 
the order of 52Q30I if th© rootlets represent the 
normal habits of twinning calcite, that is th© prismatic 
or scalenohedral forms with th© principal axis along 
the centrelines of th© rootlets.
This angle is however of the order of 78° and as 
this is so much greater than 52°30' it would apparently 
put this theory out of court unless it could be shown 
that the rootlets were not th© prismatic or scalenohedral 
forms, which is unlikely if th© crystal is twinned on 
th© (110) plan© as these two forms ar© the commonest 
twin forms observed.
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Further the angle 78°is not considered to he near 
enough any of the other angles involved in the three 
laws of twinning for calcite, these angles beings- 
180°for the (111) twin,
90°46* and'89°Mv for the (100) twin, 
and and 126°14l for the (111) twin.
This heing so it is considered that the rootlet 
form is not twinned at all with respect to itself, even 
though the form of th© rootlets immediately suggests 
twinning on first glance# It is felt that the angle 
78° is too cLos© to the rhomhohedral cell angle for 
calcite, which is 7B°5* for there to he no connection.
It is considered probably that the rootlets taken 
together form part of rhomhohedral hahit hased on the 
form (100) and that the conditions of growth have 
restricted filling in between each pair of rootlets 
leaving the apparently twinned habit. Assuming this 
to he correct the rootlets formed part of a rhomhohedral 
habit (100) oriented at 90° to th© has© crystal so that 
a twinning condition existed based on the (100) plane 
of th© has© crystal between the rootlet form and the 
has© crystal.
2. With regard to the crusty deposit which in places 
completely covers the base crystal surface, the photograph 
figure 71, shows the triangular form with rootlets to 
merge into the crust strongly givin& the impression
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that the two are closely related. This impression 
was lorn© out when the specimen was examined between 
crossed nieols on a polarising microscope when the 
extinction was uniform over the whole surface showing 
that th® crusty deposit was oriented with respect to 
th© has© crystal in th© same manner as th© triangular 
crystals. There was no tendency for the parts of crusty 
deposit to unite and form a single crystal layer spread 
over th© has© crystal, nor was there any indication 
that the crust itself eould promote further oriented 
growth on top of itself.
3. The clustered overgrowth - this deposit consisted 
of small polycrystallin© formation lightly in contact 
with th© oriented growth adjacent to the has© crystal 
face. There were no orientation effects* They occurred 
only occasionally. Th© Individual crystals in th© 
clusters did not exhibit any particular habit.
With regard to th© flakes in th© other positions 
it was found that growth was almost identical to that 
obtained on th© No. 1 fkike so far as No. 2 flak© was 
concerned* There is shown in the photographs (figure 72) 
for this position on© ring of the oriented crystals 
which strongly resembles the boiling rings found in Tart I
of this thesis* These rings were found only occasionally 
in these experiments* Th© lack of them was due to th© 
insulating effect of the calcite flake on th© heating 
surface which was preventing sufficient heat penetrating 
to cause steam huhhle formation* Thus the surface of the 
calcite reproduced the conditions met in practice on 
scaled heat exchange surfaces.
On No* 3 flake the general deposit obtained was quite 
similar in nature to that5obtained on Nos* 1 and 2 flakes 
see figure 73. The general impression is from the photograph 
that th© sizes of the Individual deposit particles were 
somewhat smaller than those obtained on th© Nos. 1 and 2 
flakes.
The photographs* figure 73, for the shortest time 
of hoiling, two minutes, shows a plain oriented rhomhohedral 
habit in places.
On the No. 4 flake the deposit particles were not only 
small, but the rootlets were less well developed. Another 
ring formation, see photographs figure 74, was also seen.
The rhomhohedral form m s  seen on the flake with the shortest 
time of hoiling.
The Nos. 5 and 6 flakes showed a much finer deposit, 
amongst which th© rhomhohedral form could he mad© out.
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(ill) flakes*
Here as in the case of the (lOG) flakes several types 
of deposit were seen and these were as follows*-
a) A very light scattering of very small crystals 
whose habit was not discernible*
b) An oriented overgrowth of plain triangular 
crystals*
c) A crustlike deposit covering whole areas of 
the crystal.
d) A random cluster like growth only occasionally 
appearing on top of the other deposits.
Dealing first with the flakes in No. 1 position 
figure 75, hoiling for 2 minutes gave a deposit as in a) 
above of a fairly even scattering of very small crystals 
of estimated average size 2 microns. There was no 
discernible habit the crystals appearing to have rough 
surfaces.
On increasing the time of boiling to five minutes a 
great change in the habit took place. The predominant 
shape seen was of an equilateral triangle and these were 
all oriented in the same direction and in size about 4
!
microns. There were also a few different growths, similar j
to that found on the (100) flakes, but with th© rootlets 
not so well distinguished. These few growths did not appear j
oriented. On further boiling up to 15 minutes the plain j!
triangular form was not so evident as the individual
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crystals tended to coalesce to form a crust-lik© deposit 
as mentioned in c). The size of the individuals had not 
increased with the extra hoiling time* The randomly 
oriented clusters on top of the crust were noticed as in 
the ease of the (100) flakes*
The No. 2 flake* This position gave almost identical
results to those obtained with the No* 1 flake. In 
particular the flake boiled for 5 minutes gave a-deposit 
which included a stepped line of triangular crystals. See 
photograph figure 76* Possibly there was a scratch in the 
crystal along this line nucleating oriented growth better 
than on other parts of the crystal.
In the case of No. 3 crystal no triangular growth
was seen on the flakes boiled for 2 and 5 minutes, only a 
thin deposit of very small crystals. A good growth of 
oriented triangular crystal was seen on the flake when 
boiled for 15 minutes, see photograph figure 76.
For the No. 4 position flakes, the growths were very 
similar to No. 3, except that the deposit on the flake 
boiled for 15 minutes was somewhat more spread out. All 
the Nos. 5 and 6 flakes showed no deposit after a period 
of boiling up to fifteen minutes.
It is considered that the plain triangular form 
is a parallel overgrowth of the base crystal. *his is 
immediately suggested by the fact that these overgrowths
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are triangular in shape suggesting a triad axis coming th:mgh 
them perpendicular to the has© crystal surface* As the 
has© crystal has a triad axis in this position the inference 
that the growths are parallel overgrowths is at once 
apparent.
(211) flakes.
The form (211) is the prism which appears
in nature in "nail head" Spar.
The types of growth seen were much the same as for 
the (ill) faces, namely;-
a) A light scattering of small crystals.
b) An oriented overgrowth.
c) A crustlike deposit on whole areas of the crystal.
d) A random cluster-lik© growth appearing on top of 
the other deposits*
Dealing as before with the flakes in No. 1 position, 
boiling for 2 minutes gave a uniform covering of small 
crystals some of rhombohedral habit* They did not appear 
oriented (see photograph figure 77). On increasing the 
boiling time to 7 minutes, the habit changed to a multi- 
rhombohedral form (photograph figure "77 ) two or more 
rhombohedral could be seen growing out of an indeterminate 
crystal. Some of these, particularly those with twin 
rhombohedral outgrowths appeared oriented in the direction 
with respect to the base crystal. Again with these there
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is the apparent suggestion of twinning as observed.
in the ease of the (100) flakes though it is thought
'
that further investigation would he necessary before J
this hypothesis could be verified. On boiling for a j
longer period (10 minutes) nearly all trace of the rhombo- j
■I
hedral clusters disappeared leaving only a well oriented j
deposit consisting of vaguely rhombohedral crystals with a j
I!: *|
fan-like growth spreading out from one of the acute angled
corners (see photograph figure 77), Unfortunately, the
angles show no consistancy and it is not possible to advance
■ *
any theory as to the habit from any angular measurements. |
Referring to figure 70 which shows a sketch of one of these [
growths it can be seen that there may well be a crystali-
ographical mirror plane as shown bisecting the growth. j ,
This mirror plan© may coincide with a mirror plane in the
[ (
base crystal. The trigonal axis of the base crystal is !
!| I
in the same direction as its mirror plane. However, i
the trigonal axis in the overgrowth judged on the rhombo- i i
hedron is certainly not in the direction of the mirror plane.j 
The direction would appear to be at right angles. If the |
j
direction is at right angles then there is a basis for J
i
thinking that the orientation of these deposits bears the
1 ■;!
same relation to the (211) plane as in the ease of the 
(100) plane where the deposit also was oriented at 90° 
to the base crystal structure.
As t!ia period of boiling was increased to 15 minutes 
a crusty deposit formed on the base crystal somewhat 
similar to that found on the other planes. Again on 
this crust occasional random clusters of crystals were 
seen.
Much the same type of growth appeared on Nos. 2 
and 3 flake as on No. 1. With the other flakes very little 
deposit occurred.
ISJ
PLAIN CLASS SPECIMENS, ,
As mentioned before, plain glass flakes were also 
used as a Las© for further growth, as it was thought 
that this material would provide a good example of an 
amorphous substrate with no orientating effects at all 
on the growths precipitated by heating the water.
In general, with glass, it was found that there 
was less tendency for crust-like deposit to form in the 
longer periods of boiling. Th@ crystal size for the topmost 
flakes was considerable larger than that obtained on the 
calcite flakes. On the bottom two flakes little growth at 
all fonned. On the three topmost flakes almost identical 
deposits occurred over all the boiling times selected.
(See photographs figure 78).
After two minutes boiling a light scattering of 
well developed primary rhombohedra were seen, their size 
being approximately 7,5 microns. On boiling for a further 
period up to 5 minutes these rhombohedra tended to 
increase in size and grow less distinct with a suggestion 
of overgrowth on some of them. On increasing the boiling 
time to 7 minutes it was found that each crystal h M  
developed into a cluster of crystals of average number 
about 4. There was a strong impression that the clusters 
were formed of rhombohedra. As the boiling time increased 
to 10 and then 15 minutes, the clustered form modified
and developed into all the types seen on the (100), (111) 
and (2X1) flakes. These were as follows:-
noting that they are not so symmetrically formed as on 
the ones grown oa the caleite flakes. The crystal substrates 
are not only capable of suppressing completely those forms 
that are not compatible with them, hut can also enhance 
the apparent symmetry or perfection of the form they do
favour. As would be expected on glass there was no J
tendency for any of the forms to show a preferred orientation.
. j ;l
On specimen 4 the same type of growth was seen as on
Nos. 1, 2 and 3 but it tended to be more thinly spread |
over the surface flakes. For specimens 5 and 6 little 
growth developed and what there was gave the impression i
of rhombohedra. j
SCRATCHED GLASS SPECIMENS.
A few runs were done with scratched glass specimens 
in one of which the specimens were scratched with 320 
grade emery paper and in the other two the specimens had 
fine parallel lines engraved on them with a diamond pointed
a) triangular form with plain rootlets;
b) equilateral triangular form;
c) rhombohedral f with fan-tail outgrowth
Whilst all these types are discernible it is worth
engraving tool* Ties© runs turned out to be an exercise 
in nucleation*
The results for the specimens scratched with 320 
grade emery paper* are shown in figure 79, As Can he seen 
from the photographs very similar deposits to those on 
the plain glass specimens were obtained. The three forms 
of crystal can all easily he picked out. The difference 
here is that the deposit instead of being evenly spread 
over the surface as before is now restricted to the 
scratches so that lines of crystals appear* There was 
no preferred orientation of the deposit* nor was there 
any tendency for individual scratches to favour the growth 
of any one of the three types of deposit* The lower speci­
mens showed the plain rhombohedral growth and this was 
restricted almost entirely to the scratches. On the 
lowest specimen No. 6, no discernible growth occurred*
This experiment certainly showed nucleation was associated 
with scratches and it was thought worth while to do further 
work in which the scratches were bigger and more spaced 
out to determine if possible what parts of the section 
of scratch was influencing nucleation. Hence several 
glass specimens were engraved with a diamond point tool, 
giving individual scratches of larger dimensions than those 
produced by the emery paper, A picture of the engraving 
point is shown in figure 80* As can be seen the point
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is in the shape of a circular cone with an apex angle
of 90°* The scratches produced were of two types;-
a) A scratch which was rough and jagged* 
the glass breaking and splintering as 
the engraving point was drawn across it*
i) A scratch with very smooth sides and edges, 
where the glass had broken away in a series 
of eonchoidal chips.
On boiling for two minutes the type of deposit
precipitated was a primary rhomhohedron as for all the
other glass specimens. The effect of the jagged scratches
was to greatly encourage crystallization. The crystals
formed in clusters and rows on every available sharp
point and edge along the scratch, see figure 80. The |!
effect of the scratches with eonchoidal fractures was just as!!
’ ],!
marked, but in the opposite sense. No deposit occurred |
on the smooth sides of the scratch even though there i
was some on the surrounding area, see figure 80. On© j
.
photograph in figure 80 is extremely interesting in that ]!
the scratch had one side jagged and the other eonchoidal.
i
On the jagged side can be seen the clusters and rows of i
crystals in every nook and crevice whilst on the other 
side, nothing. Figure 81 shows this dual effect very 
clearly due to the fact that the photographs were taken 
between crossed nicols, the calcite rhombs appearing as 
white specks against a black background. The author 
believes this to be an example of heterogeneous nucleation
a n d  t h a t  t h i s  i s  t h e  s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  f r o m  w h ic h  a d h e s io n
conclusions* The specimen in the lowest position showed 
no discernible deposit* On increasing the boiling time 
to 7 minutes the general surface of the top specimen 
became covered with the rhombohedral clusters found on
the plain glass specimens, figure 81, whilst a crusty deposit!
formed on the edges of the scratches completely occupying *
■ ■ : i i !
them. The lower specimens showed the rhombohedral growth !
All experiments performed ii this series of tests 
indicated that the most favoured initial form of crystalliz­
ation is that of the rhombohedron with the possible 
exception of the deposits on the (ill) face which was 
indeterminate in the early stages. Initially the rhombo­
hedron is quite small and fairly well developed. If 
the conditions favour further growth these rhombohedra 
grow bigger and the faces and edges become rougher, the 
crystals then develop outgrowths eventually developing 
into rootlets or fan-tails* This appears to be thejand point 
so far as the individual growths are concerned. Figure 82,
arises. This is more fully explained in the general
found when the boiling time was two minutes*
GENEHAL CONSLUSIONS
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shows pietorially the development of the various growth 
forms, After the individuals have reached full development 
further hoiling causes the whole lot to coalesce info 
a crust-like growth completely covering the substrate. 
Beyond this, random clusters begin to appear resting on 
top of the crust. The effect of using specific crystal 
faces (100) etc. was intensely to favour one of the e&d 
forms and to suppress the others. In addition there 
was a strong orienting effect noted. Attempts were made 
as described to identify these various types of deposit. 
That they were all caleite was confirmed from their 
X-ray diffraction patterns.
As indicated in the initial discussion on (100) 
faces there is some reason to believe that the rootleted 
end-form is oriented at 90° to the substrate, thus making 
th© rootleted growth and the substrate the two parts of 
a type of twin crystal. In figure 83 tie crystal lattice 
arrangement for this type of overgrowth is shown. Th© 
substrate lattice is indicated in continuous black lines 
each Intersection represenl ing th© position of a calcium 
atom. The overgrowth lattice shown by dashed lines is 
identical to the substrate but rotated 90° about th© point 
at th© bottom right hand corner. As can be seen this 
rotation beings near coincidence at th© other points 
indicated on th© Hgup©rwlattic© which is of rectangular 
form and nearly square.
'8'7
In this arrangement it would he expected that the 
bonding between the substrate and overgrowth would be 
much weaker than the bonding holding the rest of the crystal 
together, this being so because coincidence occurs at 
four points instead of 50 points in each unit of the ”super” 
lattice. This would lead to a strongly defined cleavage 
plane between overgrowth and substrate.
Evidence for this cleavage plan® was found as it 
was easy to remove the overgrowths by gently rubbing th© 
coated substrate to give a perfect cleavage plan®. No 
damag© due to tearing out of th® substrate was seen and 
the substrate surface was in good condition indicating 
that the overgrowths had broken away from the substrate 
at the original surface.
It is not known why thes© overgrowths should be 
so oriented to the substrate and not plain overgrowths.
It is felt that for this type of growth to be initiated 
at all that there would have to be complete crystallite 
particles floating in the liquid near th© substrate surface. 
The minimum size of on© of these parti&les would be that 
corresponding to on© unit of the 11 super” lattice. Y/ere 
the crystallites smaller than this it is difficult to 
s@® how they could be oriented in this manner on th© 
substrate, There is no doubt that these floating 
crystallites were present due to the thermal decomposition
* 8  8
extending beyond the Mating surface well into the hody 
of the water. In fact growths were found attached to 
the glass cover of the cell and this was an area where 
they could scarcely have been formed. Possibly in the j
■ J
process of deposition the crystallites favoured the j
orientation at 90° because the potential energy harrier 
that they needed to overcome to get into the more stable 
simple overgrowth position was too great and they therefore 
favoured an orientation requiring lesser energy to attain.
Beyond this it is difficult to go using the ordinary
  ■ y1
optical methods of measuring angles mainly because the 
crystals were so small and visible only under a high 
power microscope. More experimental work would be needed
;
to extend the ideas put forward. One avenue of approach 
would be to employ micro-beam electron diffraction 
techniques. Apparatus of this type was not available to 
the author* As regards ordinary scale formation, th© 
conclusion from these experiments is that under these 
conditions of boiling, a fin© grained polycrystalline mass 
of scale will be built up, th© particles of which will 
be randomly oriented. Numerous boiler seal© samples 
examined by th© author confirm this.
The experiments described in this section are all 
excercises in particular aspects of crystal growth.According
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to Mullins' ; the deposition of any crystalline phase 
can he broken down into three distinct steps* These are:- \
1. Achievement of supersaturation. |
2. Formation of nuclei. !j
3* Growth of the crystals. j
In the cases described here, Step 1, the achievement
of supersaturation* was never any problem as the mere
heating of the water rendered it « labilCj w m j|
no concentration being necessary. This of course arises j
ii!
from the instability of the soluble bicarbonate. Step :j
2, the formation of nuclei, is the next step to be considered,
Nucleation can occur in one of two wayss-
a. Spontaneously, this being called ;
homogeneous nucleation.
b. Artificially, this being called
. . . . . .
heterogeneous nucleation.
In homogeneous nucleation th© nuclei are generated
1
' M
from the supers&tured solution itself, no foreign
particles being present to serve as starting points on 
which nuclei can form. The mechanism is p r o M M y  as follows, j
Collisions between a small number of molecules initiate J j
:j |
the formation of sub-nucleus. This is analogous to the
- I! f
formation of water drops nuclei from a vapour. The !
r 1
ability of the sub-nucleus to grow or to redissolve is !
governed by its size or radius assuming it to be spherical. j
For a vapour the excess vapourfc pressure (Pc) can j
be written:- :h!
19 0
33 )
PC ** Pp 4*
where
Pp * surrounding vapour pressure 
T ■ m surface t*a&io»
^  «• - density of vapour phase
S'
. P . • density of liquid phase
. r • radius el droplets
. In general Q. is negligible* Where r is small 
the drop will evaporate hut whoa r is largo it will 
continue to;grow# Therefore in homogeneous mueleation 
the random.eoll&iena of atoms mast result in.a nueleus 
shove a certain sine hefore the growth of the • nuclei can 
eoatinue.te form a solid .erystal phase* If however there 
are particles present in.the vapour phase or if roughnesses 
or asperities exist.on surface in eontaet with the vapour 
then the random collisions of atoms around these partisles 
or asperities can.result in nuclei -being■ formed which 
are large enough to he stable and therefore growth will 
ho'greatly eneeuraged at these points* This process where 
particles and rough’surfaces aid nuelsatian is known as 
heterogeneous nucleation* This theory accounts for the 
formation of' seals in the various rough surfaces 
generated by the action of emery papers m  the heating gurpic*, 
It also accounts for the formation found in the jagged 
scratches made by the diamond engraving tool on the glass ■ 
surface*
19/
Subsequent crystal growth following nucleation can
he grouped according to Mullins under th© following heatingst-
Surface energy*
Diffusion,
Absorption,
Th© surface energy theory by Gibbs assumes that th© 
growing crystal will assume sufch a shape that its surface 
energy will be least for its volume. Curie used this 
idea to work out the end form of several crystals. Wolff 
extending this theory showed that the crystal should form 
a polyhedron such that th© distance from a point inside 
th© crystal to its faces should b© proportional to th© fre© 
energies of the faces. Soehnk© introduces th© idea that 
the faces with the least surface energy are those with the 
greatest reticular density thus tying the Bravais theory 
of crystal growth to the surface energy theory.
In th© diffusion theory of crystal growth first 
proposed by Noyes & Whitney it is considered that growth 
is primarily a diffusion process and an equation was 
prpposed in which « K A(C-G¥),
Where ^  - rat© of mass transfer.
K « coeffieient of mass transfer*
A ~ area of surface.
G ~ supersaturation,
C¥ ~ equilibrium saturation.
1 9 ^
Berthoud and Valeton introduced the idea of a two 
step process whereby solute in the first step diffused 
onto the crystal face* In the second step a reactbn set 
in hy v/hich this material was incorporated in th© crystal 
face.
In th© adsorption layer theory first suggested hy 
Volmer modified hy Kossel and others it was considered 
that atoms in the vicinity of th© crystal will attach 
themselves in positions where th© attractive forces are 
greatest* These positions occur at steps in the crystal 
structure and the crystal face will grow layer hy layer. 
Before a new layer can grow a step must he formed on the 
existing face. A two dimensional nucleus is assumed to 
he formed on th© face and this serves as a step for 
continued growth of the layer. It is not considered that 
many crystals grow hy this method of two dimensional nuclei 
forming on a face, and it is considered that most crystals 
grow from faults or dislocations on the growing face.
Frank has suggested a type of dislocation which is self- 
perpetuating as each layer is formed. This is the well 
known screw dislocation hy which th© crystal face can be 
considered to grow up a wspiral staircase” and the need 
for continued formation of n@w nuclei or faults is obviated*
In tlit experiments described in this section the 
h&MtS' obtained were different being apparently controlled 
by.the substrate* This fact would'appear to rule out 
the surfsee energy theory as th# growth controlling 
mechanism here* ’ If th# surface energy was responsible 
for the final habit then this habit should have been the 
same la all eases* According to Patel and OoawamiV. 1 
the etch'pits that appear pa the cleavage faces of 
e&leite originate from dislocations on the surfaces*
It seems possible that the growths' seen in these 
experiments grew fro® these dislocations each' growth 
continuing to enlarge and penetrate into the body of the 
liquid until eonditinas became more and more turbulent 
and prevented their further development* Additional 
deposition then.became random* Th# auole&tton of the ' 
random growth could have been of the homogeneous variety 
as the surface texture nucleating points were hy this 
time completely occupied and in addition the’scale on 
the surface seemed to he independent of the random 
deposit*
After 2 minutes. After 5 minutes.
Magnification X 400.
After 7 minutes. After 10 minutes.
Scale deposited on (100) face in No. 1 position.
Figure 69.
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Photograph showing orientation
of growth with respect to 
cleavage edges of hase crystal.
Photograph showing rootlet 
form merging into crust 
deposit.
Magnification X 400.
Scale deposited on (1QQ) face in No. 1 position.
F i g u r e  7 1 .
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After 2 minutes. After 5 minutes.
Magnification X 400.
Ring formation after
> assaa
After 10 minutes
15 minutes
Scale deposited on (100) face inNo.2. position
F i g u r e  7 2 .
After 2 minutes.
Scale deposited on (100) face
After 10 minutes. After 15 minutes. 
in No. 3 -position.
F i g u r e  7 3 .
After 5 minutes.
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After 7 minutes. After 10 minutes.
Scale deposited on (100) face in Wo. 4 -position
F i g u r e  7 4 .
After 2 minutes. After 5 minutes.
After 10 minutes.
Scale de-posited on (111) flake in No. 1 position.
F i g u r e  7 5 .
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F i g u r e  7 6 .
No. 2 after 2 minutes. No. 2 after 5 minutes.
No. 2 after 10 minutes. No. 3 after 15 minutes.
Magnification X 400.
Scale deposited on (111) face in Nos. 2 & 3 -positions.
2  02.
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No. 1 after 7 minutes
No. 2 after 15 minutes.
Scale deposited on (211) faces in Nos. 1 & 2 positions.
' i g u r e  7 7
No. 1 after 2 minutes.
No. 1 after 10 minutes.
After 7 minutes.After 5 minutes.
F i g u r e  7 8 ?
After 10 minutes. After 15 minutes.
Magnification X 4QQ.
Scale deposited on -plain glass specimen No. 1.
2 . 0 ^
After 2 minute si ’ After 7 minutes.
Magnification X 400.
After 15 minutesAfter 10 minutes
Scale deposited on glass specimens scratched with 
320 grade emery.
F i g u r e  7 9 .
Diamond engraving -point. After 2 minutes.
Jagged scratch.
Conchoidal scratch. Part conchoidal,
part jagged scratch.
Scale deposited on glass specimens engraved
with a diamond tool.
Figure 80.
After 7 minutes. After 7 minutes
Scale deposited on glass specimens engraved 
with a diamond tool.
F i g u r e  8 1 .
Conchoidal scratch deposits. Jagged scratch deposits.
After 2 minutes.
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,  A P P E N D I X  
: SOME PROPERTIES OF CALCIUM CARBONATE.
Calcium carbonate is on© of the most common 
naturally occurring minerals, being second only to quartz.
There are three crystalline forms, these being:-
Calcite - trigonal 
Aragonite - orthorhambic 
Yaterite - hexagonal
Of the three crystalline forms calcite is the most 
common being found in limestone, marble and chalk in 
massive quantities. There are according to Miers' 1 
over two hundred recorded forms of the crystalline variety. 
Some well known sources are in:-
ICELAND - where Iceland spar is found this being an
optically clear variety formerly much used in Nicol prisms
on account of its high birefringence. It is found in two
main habits, Rhombohedral (110) bevelled by (410) and (201) 
and Scalenohedral (201) terminated by (410) and (100), 
ENGLAND - in Derbyshire & Cumberland where in the veins 
of Carboniferous Limestones ^crystals based in prismatic 
form (211) and on the scalenohedral form (201) are found, 
AUSTRIA - prismatic (211) and tabular (11$) forms are 
found in the mines in the Harz Mountains. .-4
AMERICA scalenohedra (201) are found in Missouri.
2  I O
Calcite frequently occurs in incrustations in loilers 
and other beat exchange apparatus due to the instability
i
of solutions of calcium bicarbonate on heating*
The crystallographic structure of calcite was first
j^L)
determined by Bragg' ' in 1914, the space group being 
^3d ~ similar to the sodium nitrate structure and
hexagon a \
containing 6•- (CaCOg) units per-unit cell. The 
rhombohedral unit cell dimensions are 6,4125 Angstrom units 
with an angle of 101o55f,
Some other properties of calcite ares- 
Density -2,711 at 26°€,
Refractive indices 
E - 1,487
W - 1,659 with ^  negative optical sign.
Linear coefficients of expansion
2,10 x 1Q~5 parallel to G axis,
—  5
-0*380 x 10 perpendicular to C axis.
Cleavage is extremely good on the (lfiO) form. Twin 
varieties - according to Miers there are four laws of 
twinning, these beings-
1, on (111) giving rise to double ended scalenohedra 
with equatoral planes of symmetry and re-entrant 
angles,
2, on (100) when the principal axis will be at 
90°46' and 89°14'.
23# on (110) this being the most usual law of 
twinning for calcite* The principal axes 
will he at §Z°m' and 127°30>*
4# on (ill) when the angles between the principal 
axes are 53°46f and 126°14*.
'Z I Z
SOLUBILITY.........
The solubility of calcite is dependent on temperature 
and the pressure of carhon dioxide, the higher the 
pressure the higher the solubility.
The figures given below were determined by Frear & 
Johnston (1929) for aqueous solutions at 25°G.
Partial pressure of 
COg in atomosphere
0.00032 0.001 0.01 0.1
|.. !i j
i.o | io.o i
l
Millimols of CaQOg 
per Kgm. HgO.
0.52 0.78 1.7 3.9 9.0 22.5
Frear & Johnston state that the temperature coefficient 
of solubility is, within the accuracy of the experiments 
independent of the partial pressure of carbon dioxide 
particularly in the range 0.0003 to 1.0 atomosphere. Con­
sequently it suffices to give the ratio* r of solubility
® o 
at t to 25 C.
t° 0° 10° 20° 25° 30° 50°
r 1,8 1.4 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.6
These values of r lie on the line:- 
log r - - 2.78
This formula when extrapolated yields results in 
harmony with analyses of boiler deposits.
2.i 3r
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INITIATION OF BOILER SCALE FORMATION
By J. Freeborn* and D. Lewisf
This paper describes part of a programme of fundamental study of scale formation. The 
work described here is concerned with the initiation of scale formation at a heating surface 
where boiling is taking place. The crystalline ring formations first observed by Partridge ( i )  
with calcium sulphate solution were seen using a range of other solutions under various 
flow conditions. A  variety o f other formations based on Partridge’s rings were also 
observed. The theory advanced by Partridge that these deposits are due to evaporation 
at the triple interface of steam bubble, heating surface and solution was in  general
confirmed. A  dynamic mechanism is proposed to explain these formations. j The
the problem of scale formation has been of increasing 
importance to engineers ever since the time when steam 
began to be used industrially, certainly since the time of 
Watt. Nowadays all but a tiny fraction of our national 
requirements of power, heat and light are derived from 
steam. Modern conditions make the problem of scale 
formation so great that major steps have to be taken to 
avoid it. These steps on the industrial front consist mainly 
of complex and costly processes, such as base exchange and 
distillation, which remove the scale-forming salts from the 
water. On the domestic front there is no method cheap 
enough or simple enough for universal application and 
millions of householders have to suffer the effects of scale 
rather than employ the expensive means available to 
prevent it. This picture is well known and inventors have 
taken out hundreds of patents covering novel methods of 
scale prevention. These patents have culminated in a few 
dozen processes being marketed, using chemical, electrical, 
magnetic and ultrasonic principles. Most of these processes 
have achieved only a limited success. One of the reasons 
for this partial success is that very little is known about the 
physical mechanism of scale formation, so that attempts to 
solve the problem are frustrated by lack of understanding 
of the fundamental processes involved. Almost the only 
work along these lines is that of Partridge (i):j: in 1931, 
and concerns the formation of calcium sulphate scale only. 
As a result of his observations he proposed a mechanism to 
explain the origin of the rings that occurred on the heat- 
transfer surface, based on local overheating behind the 
steam bubbles formed. The theory being that, due to the 
local increase in temperature of the heating surface under
The M S. of this paper was first received at the Institution on 21st 
November 1960 and in its revised form, as accepted by the Council 
for publication, on 16th August 1961.
*  Battersea College of Technology, London. Graduate of the Insti­
tution.
f  Battersea College of Technology, London.
$ A  numerical list of references is given in the Appendix.
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the bubble, fast evaporation at the triple interface of heating 
surface, steam and water would throw down a deposit, 
which deposit would tend to remain if the solubility slope^  j. 
of the salt with temperature were negative but would tend)n 
to be redissolved if the solubility slope were positive. ,ere cj
Other work on scale formation has been carried out^^ 
notably by Clark, Bunn, Turner, Gray and others but this^ gQ 
other work concerns analysis of deposits, ambient tempera-1 |
ture precipitation by corrosion cell mechanism and chem-ni^ar 
ical treatment of water to affect the resultant formation. ga 
The present work extends Partridge’s discoveries to cover^ 
examples of salts commonly met with in natural waters t 
and it will be shown that although other types of initial t
deposit than Partridge rings were obtained, the theory^ ace 
proposed by him seems to explain these also in an entirely 
satisfactory manner. The formation of scale can be divided 
into groups as under: \
(1) Deposition at a heat-transfer surface which is hot 
enough to cause boiling in the liquid, e.g., domestic kettles, 
steam boilers. !
(2) Deposition at a heat-transfer surface that is hotter 
than the liquid, but not hot enough to cause boiling, e.g., 
domestic hot water boilers.
(3) Deposition at a heat-transfer surface that is colder 
than the scale-forming liquid, e.g., hot water pipes, radiators.
(4) Deposition at a surface at the same temperature as 
the scale-forming liquid, e.g., baffle plates in heat-exchange 
apparatus.
The work described below is concerned only with the 
type of formation listed under (1) above. Thin deposits of 
various salts were formed in an apparatus in which the 
following conditions were controlled:
(1) Flow rate of solution;
(2) Chemical content of solution;
(3) Energy input to heating surface; j
(4) Surface finish of heating surface.
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Fig. 1. Test cell
The apparatus was constructed so that the scale forma- 
on could be watched using a microscope. It consisted of 
. flat Monel plate polished to a mirror finish on one side. 
'atmg’he finish was obtained by emery-papering the Monel 
P0Slt,irface with progressively finer grades of emery, the final 
polish being obtained by using metal polish on svelte cloth.
' in the polished side a rubber gasket and microscope slide 
ere clamped so that a compartment was formed whose 
dimensions were f in. wide, 2| in. long and in. deep. 
lt lslie solution under test was led into this compartment 
[Pera" rough three small holes at one end, and out through 
' ? "milar holes at the other end. The Monel plate was heated 
atlon,f a flat electric element clamped against it on the opposite 
coverde to the compartment. The maximum rating of the 
. ... :ater was 50 volts 1*5 amp. The complete cell (Fig. 1) was 
I*11 lounted with its length vertical, so that the observed 
^^ irface was in a vertical plane, the solution inlet being at
vided
the bottom and outlet at the top. Solution flow was regu­
lated by a gravity-operated drip-feed device as shown in 
Fig. 2. Solutions tested were:
(1) Calcium sulphate (saturated solution);
(2) Magnesium hydroxide (saturated solution);
(3) Sodium chloride (saturated solution);
(4) Calcium hydroxide (saturated solution);
(5) Tap water as available in the laboratory;
(6) Calcium bicarbonate 100 and 20 parts per million.
The solutions of calcium sulphate, magnesium hydroxide, 
sodium chloride and calcium hydroxide were obtained by 
crushing selenite gypsum and brucite in the first two cases 
and adding excess to distilled water. The last two solutions 
were obtained from laboratory chemicals. All solutions 
were boiled with excess solute and cooled to 20°C, at which 
temperature they were used. The calcium bicarbonate
s hot 
;ttles,
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, e.g•>
:older 
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SOLUTION TANK
REGULATING VALVE
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
MICROSCOPE
TEST CELL
1 1962 Fig. 2. General arrangement
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solutions were made up by suspending the requisite amount 
of calcium hydroxide in distilled water and then passing 
gaseous carbon dioxide through it until clear. The solution 
was heated to 50°C, to standardize the free carbon dioxide 
content, and cooled to 20°C, at which temperature it was 
used. These chemicals were chosen as they are to be found 
regularly in public water supplies, and also furnish examples 
of compounds with both negative and positive solubility 
slopes with temperature. The procedure followed with 
each solution was first to establish a definite rate of flow 
through the apparatus, after which the heater was switched 
on and observation of the polished surface begun. The heater 
input energy was maintained at 62-5 W  throughout. When 
the initial scale had formed on the heating surface, the 
apparatus was switched off and cleaned. Another rate of 
flow was then selected and the procedure repeated. As pure 
solutions were used, chemical analysis of the deposit was 
not necessary except for tap water. The crystal structure 
of each deposit was obtained by X-ray diffraction techniques. 
All deposits were photographed. The results obtained were 
as follows: . . ,
(1) Calcium sulphate
At very low rates of flow (60-135 cm/h) rings of crystals 
were deposited as described by Partridge, namely, each 
bubble on detachment left behind a ring of crystals. Often 
the same spot served for the generation of streams of 
bubbles building up a disc-like deposit within the original 
rings of crystals. At slightly higher rates of flow (200-450 
cm/h) a new phenomenon was observed. As each bubble 
formed a ring of crystals formed at its contact circle with 
the heating surface. The bubble grew until its buoyancy 
was sufficient either to cause its detachment from the surface 
or to cause it to slide upwards on the surface until it had 
moved about one-third of a diameter of the ring, when it 
re-attached and deposited a new ring of crystals; this 
process was' repeated until a ladderlike pattern was obtained, 
each ring being fractionally greater than its predecessor. 
After a number of crystal circles had been generated in 
this manner the bubble had sufficient buoyancy to proceed 
continuously up the slide leaving two lines of deposit until 
it appeared to break away completely from the heating 
surface. Figs 3 and 4, Plate 1, show the resultant ladder 
network. Here again bubbles were generated at fairly 
constant centres and streams of bubbles rose up the ladders 
depositing more and more material. As the flow rate in­
creased this mode of formation reverted to the original type 
of single rings as experienced at very low flows. With 
increasing flow (600 cm/h) less and less deposit occurred 
until it was observed that as each bubble detached its rings 
of crystals immediately redissolved until a flow was reached 
at which very few bubbles were formed at all and those 
that did form tended to remain stationary on the surface.
(2) Magnesium hydroxide
At no flow-rate was any deposit formed on the heating 
surface.
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(3) Sodium chloride ,fflow
At no flow was any deposit retained on the heating surface.®00^  
It was seen, however, that where bubbles formed a ring of!-shaP( 
deposit was formed at the triple interface. These rings off t^ie 1 
deposit did not remain on the surface when the bubble^ ow t 
became big, and buoyant enough to move away, but de-®e as 
tached themselves with the bubbles and apparently®1^  - 
redissolved. This effect was soon obscured by a snowstorm-ktack 
like cloud of crystals thrown out of the body of the fluid as J^ ers 
solubility limits were exceeded. At the highest flow rates ^ ter 
no precipitation at all was seen. fig* 9
deposit
(4) Calcium hydroxide
With this salt, ring and ladder formation were clearly 
observed, and the deposit was adherent to the heating^ a °^ 
surface. At flow rates of 130-220 cm/h ring and ladder i°w r0: 
formations were observed together (Fig. 5, Plate 1). Thereorme^  
was, however, a tendency for the ladder formations to be’^ate 2, 
formed nearer the solution inlet than the rings. These ringsfere f° 
and ladders were less distinct than those obtained with^ Y 
calcium sulphate, and the method of growth appeared^  ^  
different in that the hydroxide rings filled in quickly to^ ed I 
give plaque-like deposits. It was also noticed that if the^ows h 
deposit, when dry, was rubbed with the finger, most of itemed 
came away easily leaving the original rings and ladders,100 Pa 
showing that the adherence of the initial deposit was greater ^gt 
than of that formed subsequently with the rings. As the^e gei 
flow increased to 528 cm/h the ladder formations were not:oncen 
so apparent, a ring tracery only being produced (Fig. 6,^111011 
Plate 1). At fast rates of flow (1048 cm/h) rings were seen These 
together with V trails, that is, ladders without the steps. Pg- 1 
Also, one example of cotangential formation was observed 
(Fig. 7, Plate 2).
These
(5) Tap water deposi
An analysis of the water used is given in Table 1. At lowerormat 
flow rates (230-430 cm/h) ring and ladder deposits occurred inougl 
(Fig. 8, Plate 2) and here also the ladder formations were This 
nearer the inlet than the rings. These rings were well ma|eri 
defined on examination; with high power the crystals were sca*e"I 
just discernible as having the calcite shape. At higher rates mterfa
(1 
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Table 1. Certificate of analysis of a sample of water marked 
College Laboratory tap water 
This sample on examination gave the following results:
Total solid matter, Parts/million
dried at 100°C 370
Hardness, temporary 172
Hardness, permanent 107
Total alkalinity, CaC(>3 192
Chlorides, C l 38
Sulphates, SO4 60
Carbonates, CO3 115
Calcium, Ca 101
Magnesium, M g 6
Carbon dioxide, free none
pH  value 7-7
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if flow (793 cm/h) it was seen that the bubbles were sliding 
face ®o°thly up the heating surface and leaving a continuous 
ig of,!'s^aPe(^ deposit. This streamed out from that part
tS 0f)f the triple interface whose tangents were a few degrees 
ibble^ow the horizontal diameter. Each bubble increased in 
c de-te as it rose, hence the widening of the trail which con- 
gntlyinued forming until the bubble had sufficient buoyancy to 
orm_letach itself from the surface. Also at this flow ordinary 
id as adders were formed. Higher flow rates (1135 cm/h), gave 
rates $rter deposits of predominantly ladderlike formations 
Fig. 9, Plate 2). At the highest flow (1985 cm/h), no 
ieposit was formed.
. 6) C a lc iu m  b icarbonateearly1'
atingit a flow of 220 cm/h, only ring tracery was formed. As the 
dderl°w rose t0 270 and 300 cm/h, both rings and ladders were 
’hereiimcdj with ladders predominating slightly (Fig. 10, 
;o berate 2). At 380 cm/h, equal quantities of rings and ladders 
rings»'ere formed (Fig. 11, Plate 3). At 990 cm/h rings only were 
with lowly formed on top of an extremely thin greenish-yellow 
iaredtai that formed evenly over the heating surface and con- 
ly toked probably of corrosion product (Fig. 12, Plate 3). At 
f thei°ws higher than 990 cm/h, this green film was all that was 
o f  it’ormed. The above observations all apply to a solution of 
ders/OO parts per million strength. One run, using solution 
e a t e r  length of 20 parts per million, was carried out and whilst 
s the general rate of deposition was so slow as to cause this 
2 notmcentration to be abandoned in favour of 100 parts per 
g. 6, million, it was seen that two novel formations had occurred, 
s e e n  These deposits consisted of multiple concentric rings 
teps. Pg- 13, Plate 3).
:rved
C O N C L U S IO N S
These experiments throw light on to the initiation of scale 
deposits in one common type of scale formation, i.e., the 
ower formation which occurs at a heating surface that is hot 
irred ;nough to cause boiling in the scale-producing fluid. 
were This initial formation consisted of the crystallizing 
we]] material precipitated at the junction of a bubble with the 
were scale-producing solution and the heating surface. This triple 
rates hterface formation was of five types:
i (1) Plain rings of deposit formed at the edge of one 
rked bubble that grew until its buoyancy overcame the forces 
_ j attaching it to the heating surface. The bubble upon 
detachment rose straight to the surface without touching 
I the heating surface again.
(2) Ladderlike formations where a bubble deposited 
an initial ring then moved up the surface by a fraction of 
! its diameter when it again became stationary and de- 
j posited a fresh ring. This procedure was repeated a 
I number of times, and at each step the bubble became 
fractionally bigger, hence the edges of the formation 
| were V-shaped. More than one bubble made the journey 
up the ladder, and each bubble added to original steps 
I in the ladder. In most cases the ladder ended abruptly 
j when the depositing bubble broke completely away from 
the surface. In some cases the bubble, after making the
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journey up the ladder did not break completely from the 
surface, but slid up with a uniform motion leaving two 
continuous lines of deposit.
(3) V tracks of the same outer shapes as the ladder 
formations but lacking the steps. Here the bubble was 
initially stationary until it had grown big enough for its 
buoyancy to start its ascent as in the case of ladders. 
Once the ascent was started, however, it continued 
smoothly and left two tracks. The distance between the 
tracks increased as the bubble rose. The tracks originated 
from that part of the triple interface whose tangents were 
a few degrees below the horizontal diameter of the 
bubble. Here again, more than one bubble made the 
journey, each bubble adding to the original deposit.
(4) Cotangential ring deposits. These deposits were 
initiated from one bubble which grew until bigger than 
average, when it detached itself, leaving a large ring. 
Successively, smaller cotangential rings were then 
formed in quick succession within the initial ring. This 
type of formation was very rare and may have been an 
example of suppressed boiling.
(5) Concentric ring deposits. These deposits were 
seen only twice with 20 parts per million calcium 
bicarbonate and were not observed in process of forma­
tion hence the mechanism is unknown. It could have had 
a mechanism similar to (4), and perhaps be a further 
example of suppressed boiling. Alternatively, small rings 
could have formed first, followed by larger rings 
from larger bubbles, possibly being the result of a local 
temperature rise in the heating surface. Both the observed 
formations had a V-shaped track leading up from the 
centre, which apparently indicates the route taken by 
the bubbles on leaving the surface.
The five types of deposit did not all occur with every 
salt tested. The frequency of occurrence is noted in 
Table 2. Also, there was a relation between the rate of flow 
and the type of deposit. This is indicated in Fig. 14.
The non-appearance of any deposit from the solution of 
magnesium hydroxide may be due to the fact that this salt 
is considered to be deposited indirectly by the action of 
soda-lye or magnesia (2) which chemical mechanism was 
not provided in these tests. The theory of scale formation 
in association with bubbles has been indicated by Partridge
(1). The fact that rings of deposit were observed with 
solutions of sodium chloride strongly bears out his theory 
that evaporation takes place at the triple interface. With this 
salt, whose solubility increases with temperature, a tem­
perature rise in the solution as it nears the heating surface 
could not precipitate a deposit, as with calcium sulphate, 
for example, hence evaporation must have taken place for 
a deposit to occur at all, and the only place at which this 
could take place was into the steam bubble. The question 
of the mechanism causing the deposits has not been fully 
resolved. This mechanism could be either static or dynamic. 
In the case of the static mechanism steam would be gener­
ated at the triple interface and would form the bubble. The 
deposit would arise as a result of the evaporation causing
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Table 2. Frequency of occurrence of the five types of deposit on a heating surface of 2-06 in2
• Calcium
sulphate
Calcium
bicarbonate
Calcium
hydroxide
Sodium
chloride
Magnesium
hydroxide
Tap
water
Plain rings >  103 <  104 >  103 <  104 >  102 <  103 <  10 0 >  103 <  104
Ladders >  102 <  103 >  102 <  103 >  10 <  102 0 0 >  102 <  103
V  tracks ^  j >  10 <  102 o' >  10 <  102 0 0 >  10 <  102
Cotangential rings 0 0 <  10 0 0 0
Concentric rings 0 2 0 0 0 0
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GENERAL SOLUTION STEAM CONDENSING 
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REGION OF BUBBLE
VOLUME OF SUPERHEATED STEAM DUE 
TO ELEVATED TEMPERATURE OF HEATING 
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Fig. 15. Dynamic mechanism of scale formation
his steam, and would at the most be proportional to the 
folume of the bubble. The growth of the deposit would be 
lie result of successive bubbles, each leaving a further 
ncrement. In the case of the dynamic mechanism water 
rould be continuously evaporated into the bubble, and at 
ihe same time continuously condensed at the outermost 
surface of the bubble where the solution bulk is cooler 
lhan at the heating surface. Thus deposit would be con­
tinuously deposited during the life of the bubble, and the 
mount would not depend upon the volume of the bubble. 
Thus, the dynamic theory would allow for a considerable 
mount of deposit to be precipitated under each bubble. 
The hypothetical picture of this is as shown in Fig. 15. 
The amount of deposit will depend upon the following 
factors:
(1) Amount of water evaporated at the triple interface, 
i It is known that the general heating surface temperature 
| is above that of the liquid, and that the temperature under 
! the bubble is higher than that of the general heating 
i surface (3). As the bubble is formed a weight of deposit 
j is produced proportional to the amount of water evapor- 
| ated into the bubble and being condensed at the outer- 
j most region. It is possible that a large amount of 
! deposit dependant upon the life of the bubble will be 
j thrown down.
(2) Amount of water evaporated at the double inter- 
! face. The hot spot in the heating surface under the
bubble may cause superheating of the steam in the bubble.
; As this superheated steam circulates in the bubble, it 
will come into contact with the solution and cause further 
evaporation into the bubble. This evaporation will cause 
: precipitation on the surface of the bubble, and this 
! unattached precipitate will either coalesce with the 
material on the heating surface or remain in the liquid 
and give rise to the sludge that is often found in steam 
boilers.
(3) The solubility slope of the salts in solution. 
Because the heating surface is at a higher temperature
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than the solution, there will be a temperature gradient 
in the latter. Therefore, any increase or decrease in 
solubility of the salts in solution with temperature will 
have an effect upon the precipitation occurring at the 
heating surface. Thus, in the case where no bubbles are 
forming, precipitate will tend to be thrown down from 
a solution with a negative solubility slope, or taken up 
by a solution with a positive solubility slope. In the case 
where bubbles are forming, a negative solubility will 
increase the amount of deposit at the triple and double 
interfaces and positive solubility slope will lessen this 
amount.
If the observed deposit were due to the static mech­
anism alone, then the amount formed per bubble would 
be easy to calculate, since it only involves a knowledge 
of the bubble volume and the concentration of the salt 
in solution. Assuming a bubble to be j j  in* diameter the 
amount of solid precipitated from a saturated solution 
of calcium sulphate (1700 parts per million at 100°C) 
would be approximately 1 x 10-12 lb weight which 
occupies a volume of 2 2 x l 0 ~ 12 in3, which could be 
represented by a cube of side 2-8 x 10-4 in. Thus it may 
be seen that if one bubble could be observed and the 
amount of material deposited measured, the precise 
mechanism could be established. This was not achieved 
in the present experiments, as bubbles streamed out from 
one point at high speed making it impossible to see how 
much deposit each bubble caused. High-speed cinema­
tography might decide this issue. The occurrence of 
different types of formation, e.g., rings and ladders, 
together, shows that the type of formation is dependent 
on factors other than flow, and it is felt that temperature 
is one of these factors. In the apparatus only the central 
portion was heated and as cold solution was introduced 
at one end temperature gradients must have existed with 
the inlet area being the coolest part. Several times ladders 
formed near the inlet, and rings further up, and hence 
as other conditions were the same it can be seen that the 
temperature was affecting the mode of formation. It is
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felt that useful results will be obtained by extending 
these tests so that the temperature of the surface was 
known as well as the energy input.
Further work is in progress on the mechanism of scale 
adhesion and this will appear in a later paper.
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